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BOY SCOUT ANNIVERSARY WEEK

~
He Is richest who Is content
■» with the least; for content Is thc ♦
••• wealth of nature.—Socrates.

A “Good Turn" to a stranger
brought Scouting to the United States
in 1909 and to millions of American
From the files of The Courier-Ga
boys.
zette we learn that—
All day long London had been in
E. C. Moran. Jr., listed in the
Smith column, urged that Maine the hard grip ot a dense heavy fog.
send an uninstructed delegation to Traffic crept cautiously and slowly
the Democratic National Conven Street lights had been ordered on by
tion.
The Methebesec Club celebrated its the police before noon, and now night
was coming on. Danger lurked on
first "Creative Night.”
A black walnut tree was planted at every hand, because “going” was dif
"Montpelier” by Boy Scouts in mem ficult even for the native.
William D. Boyce, Chicago pub
ory of Gen. Henry Knox.
Rockland High had not been de lisher and traveler, was seeking a
feated in the boys' division of the aifficult address in old London. A
basketball league, and was second boy approached him. and asked. "May
in the girls' division, led by Camden. I be of service to you?" Mr. Boyce
... _....... where
....... _ he wanted
_____ „toB„go and
Cyrus H K. Curtis was made an told himsaluted
and said, "Come with
honorary member of the Miami | the. boy
Sir,"
and
forthwith
led him to the
me,
(Fla.) Rotary Club.
I desired spot Like the typical American tourist. Mr Boyce reached in hts
CHANCE EOR UNEMPLOYED
I pocket and offered the boy a shilling.
The boy promptly replied, "No Sir, I
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
Thc trees are loaded with brown- am a Scout. Scouts do not accept
tall moth nests. Why are they not tips for courtesies." The man in
l*ing collected? The city will ot surprise murmured, "What do you
ever-run with the caterpillars next ray?" The Scout repeated and then
summer. Put the unemployed to added. "Don't you know about the
work and let the property owners pay. Scouts?" Mr. Boyce said. "Tell me
A Taxpayer
about them." The boy did and add-

ONE YEAR AGO

THE BIG GAME OF THE SEASON

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS
VS.

MORSE HIGH OF BATH
Rockland Junior Varsity vs. Thomaston Freshmen

TONIGHT-HIGH SCHOOL GYM
ADMISSION 25 AND 35 CENTS.

GAME CALLED AT 7.30

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
I, Earle McIntosh. Secretary of Security Trust Company, hereby
certify that at the annual meeting of its stockholders held on
January 10, 1933, the following stockholders were elected as mem
bers of the Board of Directors for the ensuing year, and have quali
fied as ruch by taking the required oath of office;

M. S. KIMBALL
MORRIS B. PERRY
J. C. PERRY
M. R. PILLSBURY
C. S. STAPLES
BASIL H. STINSON
G. W. WALKER
G. B. WOOD

EARLE McINTOSH, Secretary
ROCKLAND, MAINE,

FEBRUARY 7, 1933

Attention Poultrymen
Our unlimited outlet for natlvr
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
selL

COHEN BROS.
Largest Shippers ln Maine

Care of Charles McKrllar. TeL 2-3
WARREN, ME.
No lota too large; none too small.
Trucks will bc in Warren all winter
13T8tf

NOTICE!
All persons having Watches or
Jewelry left for repairs for

OVER ONE YEAR
Must call for the same within 30
days or articles will be sold to
cover repair charges.

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

15-17

HflKK

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages
i

“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,

CITY BUDGET REDUCED

Volume 88.................. Number 16

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT, INC.

•"Change of Biennial Election
And the Salaries Take Another Drop—Free Water, Lights, Outside Capital Interests Itself In Corporation Which
Will Be Fought On the
Has Headquarters In Rockland
Milk Demanded
Floor This Week

The sixth week of the legislative
At a directors' meeting of the Main ; s propellers and other repair parts, so
19,650.00
Two events of importance marked < trolling. $150,
session, which began this morning
200.00 Air Transport, Inc., Saturday after- th®1 at no t^me
8 *hlp be held
holds forth more promise of exciting the monthly meeting of the City Oov- Insurance,
27,000.00
cut of commission for more than a
eminent
last
night,,
one
being
thc
Interest,
debate and actual accomplishment,
200 00 noon the important announcement
brief time. This repair work will tx;
in the way of enacted legislation, passage of the appropriations resolve, I Mothers' Aiti
1 800 OO was made that Armar Archbold of
done at Rockland, which will be the
than was expected from any of its carrying a total budget of $242,804.20; National Guard,
1,000.00
predecessors.
! and thc other being the passage of | pauper Department,
30.000.00 New York and Cummins Cathcrwood headquarters for both operations,
Chief among the matters to be j the salary resolve, which also showed ' Police Department,
1.500 00 of Philadelphia had taken a substan- Capt. Wincapaw will divide his time
fought to a finish on the floor of thc a very material reduction. The ap- j public Landing,
500.00
House is the fate of the Fernald bill j propriations arc smaller than last public Library,
5,000 00 tial stock interest ln thc corporation, between thc two places. Tlie corpora
to change the date of the biennial I year by about $21,000. the largest cut| Re<j Cross,
700.00 and had been elected president ana [ tion employs eight pilots.
election so that Maine citizens will I having been made tn the school de- i Repairs Public Buildings,
1.000 00 treasurer, respectively, of thc coiporaThe service of the Maine Air Trans
ed. "Their office is very near, Sir I vote for their Governors and other 1 partment.
! Salaries.
38,528.70 j tion.
port, Inc., in Penobscot Bay last sumI’ll be glad to show you the way."
____
__________________
State officials at the same time they | The salary resolve was finally fixed ; Schools,
59,000 00
Mr. Boyce had to complete this j cast ballots for President.
upon the basis of a 20 per cent reduc- sewers.
1,000 00 | Ensign Otis, former treasurer, re- mer showed a large Increase in thc
errand first. The lad waited, how- ! Pernald, Republican representative tion on all salaries of $1100 or over,i Temporary Loans,
25.000 00 mains with the company as chairman number of passengers, in revenues
ever, and then led him to the offEe ! from Winterport, had hls bill as- , and 5 per cent reduction on all sal-' Traffic Lights,
665.00 of the board, and tne former presi end in profits.
of Lord Baden-Powell, founder of the signed for special argument and 1 aries under $1100.
250.00 j dent. Capt. William H. Wincapaw
Vital Statistics,
During the two seasons it has been
British Boy Scout Association, where action Wednesday morning and
An unscheduled incident was the, water Supply,
200.00 '
continues in the capacity of opera- hi existence the corporation has car
Information about the Scout Move served notice he would call tor a roll appearance of a delegation of some 20 ■
ment was gladly given. Mr. Boyce call vote.
$242,804.20 ' tions manager ln charge of all activi ried about 17.000 passengers and has
persons asking the use of the City
was tremendously impressed and
He took that action after a ma Government rooms for a meeting Feb.
made better than 19.000 landings and
ties here and in Massachusetts.
gathering all available information, jority of the committee on Judiciary 19 in which a demand would be made
The Salary Resolve
takeoffs. There were three forced
It
is
not
generally
known
that
in
brought it back to the United States. had reported the bill ought not to for free water, lights and milk. Use
$1,856.25 j the summer of 1932 the corporation landings, one due to maintenance de
Feb 8 of the next year, Mr. Boyce pass. Fernald said he was prepar of the High School auditorium for Mayor,
' furnished planes and personnel for fects; and three obstructions were hit
end others interested in boys and ing a “red hot speech" and would this purpose had previously been de Seven Aldermen, $4.27 per
493 76
meeting,
citizenship, formally incorporated fight to have the House over-ride the nied.
1,188.00 the large passenger service between in taking off—a small boat and twj
The spokesman, a Mr. Jones, pre City Treasurer.
The Bov Scouts of America. This da}’ committee. He also took umbrage
New Bedford and Nantucket, with luoys. and all without injury to pas
City
Solicitor,
all
fees
to
reat
the
action
of
Senator
Cooper
of
sented
the
petitioners'
cause
in
a
clear
is observed each year as thc birthdey
609.58 slops at Martha's Vineyard and sengers or other persons.
vert
to
the
city,
Waldo
who
filed
a
bill
in
the
Senate
and
concise
manner,
but
was
appar
of Scouting in the United States.
94.05 Woods Hole.
City Auditor,
Di consequence thc Maine Air
In consequence Rockland District on Thursday to change the date of ently not prepared for the "cross ex City Clerk, all fees to revert
Transport,
Inc., has a 100 percent
Scouts, in common with those the biennial election and which amination" which followed
Capt.
Wincapaw
has
recently
re

1,188.00
to the. city.
! aI‘over t^e country, will observe th Fernald said was a copy of his own
329.22 turned from Pittsburg where he com record with the department of com
City Physician,
! 23d anniversary week commencing tobl^,had alr^d>' j Bcl'"er;
235 12 pleted thc purchase of four new merce. Rockland. Vlnalhaven. North
City Electrician,
"No?
j morrow- In the district are 12 troops, been printed and passed upon by a
6531 pianes which, with the three now sta Haven and 8tonington are now recog
Inspector of Milk,
"Where did you vote last time?"
aggregating 230 Scouts. This city has committee the Winterport represen
435 41
Tlie man hesitated "Weil, I havc Local Health Officer,
| rouf tro°P® w',h 74 Scouts and sev- tative declared Cooper was simply
1,188.00 tioned at Rockland, will make up tlie nized on given air routes on al' map-.
duplicating legislative work and not voted in the last seven years," he Tax Collector,
The "M.A.T." appears headed for
era new tro°ps are underway.
' M A T." fleet. He also bought pon
Assessors:
Chairman,
$940.50;
| causing additional expense.
said “My last vote was cast in De
second member, $352.69;
toons for all of the ships, together another big season, well officered, well
troit
"
Fernald
prevailed
upon
attaches
to
,
MelNTOSH’S MISTAKE
third member, $352.69.
1.645.85 with spare sets, several spare motors, managed and well financed
withhold the Cooper bill from the i Among the questions asked by
Overseers of Poor: Chairman,
Patrolman Tackles Wrong Wrestler printer and declared he would have ] Mayor Richardson was whether the
$253.12; second member.
and His Trainer Tackles Wrong “someone in the Senate” move to petitioners were as much interested
reconsider the action whereby it tn free water, lights and milk as they f $78 38; third member. $78 38; 391 88
Bottle
Master and Matron of Alms
was accepted Thursday and printing were in some other things.
870 83 '
The use of the City Government' house,
Patrolman Charles H McIntosh is ordered.
1.155.00
rooms
for
the
proposed
meeting
was
Clty
Marshal.
The proposition to change the date
a man of numeiou., achievements, one
Deputy Marshal,
1 783 75 Work To Start Soon On Gen. A. M. Randol and Gen. R. N.
by unanimous vote.
of which is a pretty good knowledge of the biennial election was spon denied
An order was passed asking the Pub- j City Matron,
of the art of wrestling, so good that sored by the Democratic party dur
6
435 00
Batchelder—Other News Of the Plant
Patrolmen, ea. $1.07250,
he has been coaching some of the ing the campaign last summer but lic Utilities Commission to direct a Six
Chief of Fire Dept.,
609 58
Fernald declared he "wasn’t trying lower hydrant rate in this city.
] High School students.
••—a—
An order was passed authorizing I Two Assistant Engineers, each
Carrying an impressive poundage to steal their thunder" and that he
1! $9167.
18334
“
had
advocated
the
same
thing
two
a
contract
with
the
Central
Maine
A
beaver
of
good
news
was Craw- | This contract will keep about 25 men
lt is not surprising that he sometimes
1,155.00
Power Company for electric lighting ®ne Permanent Man
I "flattened’ the local Sonerburgs a years ago."
1.072.50
j
ford
Gatcombc.
manager
of
I. L. Snow' busy for seven weeks.
Cooper is a Democrat and Fernald service. A voluntary reduction of ®ne F^unanent J!?an'
, little more aggressively than was inIt is interesting to note that tlie
One
Permanent
Man,
522.50 £0 yesterday when he brought word
I tended. For some time they have said, "he probably will be my op $3100 was made by the company
Three Permanent Men. each 2.722.50 1 to The Courier-Gazette office that his Snow company management compet
ponent
for
the
Senate
two
years
J been debating a means of evening un
The Annual Budget
$957.91,
ed successfully for this contract
' the score and their chance came the from now as I am an avowed candi
The appropriation resolve is made i 25 Volunteer Firemen, each
date
for
his
job.
company had landed the contract for against some of the big shots of thc
j other dav when a young stranger
up thus:
• * • ■
$91 67,
2,291.75
blew into town, and was discovered
$ 350.00 Truant Officer.
217.71 thc extensive repair and overhauling ship building and repair business in
An indication of bitter legislative Board of Health,
J to be an exoert wrestler. He entered
City Lighting,
12.474.50 Com'r of Puolic Works,
Bethlehem
Shipbuilding
1.115 00 j jo|j on qjC lwo ateamers of the <juar- cluding
fights
to
come
during
the
remaining
j good naturedly into the scheme when
936.00 | Three Drivers of Teams, each
of the session was given last City Dump.
Corp., Thomas Marine Co., Brewer
he found what the students had in days
Contingent,
2.612.4!)
l<l
r
Master
Corps.
U.
8.
Army.
wh*ch
6.00000
$870
73.
week at hearings before the commit
Dry Dock Co. of New York, General
mind
50.00 i Clerk to Mayor and Trcas ,
tees on ways and bridges, salaries Cemetery.
2? I serve Ihe forts in Portland harbor.
Tlie dav came and Patrolman and
Community ’Park,
Ship fi Engine Co. of East Boston.
300.00 Clerk to Tax Collector,
679.25
fees and labor.
Charlie appeared at the school gym700.00 Clerk to Assessors.
452.83 i Thc first of thc steamers will ar- Southern Shipyard Co. of Newport
The question of appropriating Election and Registration.
■ nasium and proceeded to affix his op- money for construction of high Fire Department, including
Clerk to Overseers of Poor.
209.00 r|VC :n about two weeks. The larger News and the Portland Company
j ponent's youthful shoulders to thc ways. for many years a controversial
$8,400 for hydrants,
9.600 00 Scaler of Weights and Measof thc vessels, the Gen. R. N. Bachel- Williams Brothers and Portland Dry
mat with marked precision. Finally subject throughout rural Maine— Fire Alarm.
200.00 ures, no salary, to have all fees
the new “student" took his turn on was given a stormy reception before Highways:General fund. $16,000;
der, 110 feet long, is slated for gen Dock Co. of Portland.
and provide own conveyance
the mat, and what happened tc the ways and bridges committee.
removing snow. $3,000; side
eral overhauling, engine recondition
Several other Jobs are listed for
Charles con^itutes a school epic, if
walks. $500; State road pai Total,
$34560 21 ing and considerable woodwork on consideration in the near future in
Opponents of the Kitchen bill,
report is to be believed.
which would cut off more than
deck and rails. The Gen A. M cluding both steamers of the VtnalhiHis wounded sentiments were som?] Randol, will be given repairs and ven &. Rockland Steamboat Co., and
what eased when he was let into thc $1,000,000 from the normal highway
secret and learned that hls opponent j ?PP'
mUI
I overhauling and the installation ot boats of the Underwood Company
was a Drofe«sional wre«tler
x and the sPccU1 resolve money.
new upper deck and new shelter deck. J Consolidated Lobster Co. and others.
But ther'e remained a certain J^hree houreTh^v
amount of physical soreness which urc Prononents
mea?j Forty Club Scored Hit With Benefit Performance—Al
his trainer sought to remove through
would
Rougier Directed—Realistic Pink Elephants
the well known medium of an alcoholmnn.v
tub. All wouid probably have gone P”uld St.
an
increase
a ell if the trainer in hts groping for taj£|?s
te
the shelf had not brought down the
The Forty Club friends, and high lining ln this was
The Friend bill, heard at the same
Minstrels the exhortation delivered by Mr Knox County Superior Court Convened This Morning—
XM “me. wa, favored by a majority of
— which should Sleeper. Garbed as a darkey par
from lilac or arbutus revealed his those speaking at the hearing. That
New County Attorney On Job
become an an son and armed with a big book he
error.
bill
would
retain
the
mill
tax
but
nual institution held forth from his pulpit on the
He was rubbing the manly body oi
— presented last “hereafter,'' citing many eloquent
the athletic Charles with that wcil eliminate the old 'blanket" State
The February term of Knox Coun- ( that she be granted the right to reevening in the cases as examples.
known but never popularized remedy aid resolve, cut maintenance more
than half and continue the annual
ty Superior Court was in process of i sumc her maiden name. Thlrza McHigh School
known as cod liver oil.
Mr.
-Horrocks
who
has
appeared
allotment for third class roads.
organization when this paper went Quarrir. Strout for libellant,
Auditorium, drew a capacity audi
Bills which would reduce salaries ence. and for one night at, least professionally in several Massachu to press, and at the helm Is Justice ! Virginia E
Drinkwater
from
setts
theatres,
shone
as
interlocutor,
of State employes by 10 per centJIG SAW PUZZLES
"Old Man Depression" was routed, and in tlie finale when he executed Hi’rlril 'I' Power <>f Fort Fairfield. Walter E. Drinkwater ol 81 George,
For Sale or To Let or Cul To Youi handed down from the special ses- judging by the tonttnuous laughter
some fancy dance steps made the who made so many friends when he married at Rockland Nov. 4. 1928
Order. Rental 25c per week. Also sion of the Legislature last spring—
..... circle
.......................
The
boasted.....
19 .............
men, includ audience wish they could havc seen came here to preside over the May cruel and abusive treatment. Libelterm last year. His stenographer is lant asks that custody of minor
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood ] were unopposed at a hearing before ] m,g the interlocutor and the end him in an act all his own.
T. Richardson of Portland, j child Walter E., Jr., be decreed to the
Special Glue, Boxes, Etc.
J*10 committee on salaries and fees men. While some of the chief par
Al Rougier and his orchestra fur Edward
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the paternal grandparents. Smalley for
H. L. MASON, Thomaston, Maine “ was indicated however that the ticipants wore the
nished
snappy
music
for
the
num

°ld
xne entrance or inc men wa,
Telephone 104
’ I me^yI
----- ---------------bers. The entrance of the men wa, First Baptist Church acted as chap- ]j libellant.
Hattie H. Dow from Robert D.
-----tu8 tln?e untl,
public shows, the costuming chosen by the cleverly planned. In blackface they lain.
------ fustment qu ftUTh^LeTt '
trousers straggled down the aisle m group,
Sheriff Frank F. Harding has dis- Dow of Owl's Head, married at New
thc cp-sion1
hcld atef in and wl?lte shirts, worn with huge and apparently were indulging in a posed of his deputies for the term Bedford. Mass., July 26. 1927; cruel
SPRUCE GUM
• » • «
green bow ties and green sleeve heated crap game when dispersed by in this manner: Crier. Granville N and abusive treatment and extreme
The Real Northern Maine Kind.
_ _ . .. ,
bands. The make up was particu- "The Boss.” Mr Rouemr and wr Bachelder; charge of grand jury and | cruelty. Libellant asks for custody
mailed anywhere in the United States
tlie pr^anTcoMof’a'^Mif^h"® a
WCl' d°nC Therf Wre n° £tage It0 work tflsPensln*
hits, old and second Jury, Warren J. Billings; in of minor children Robert R and
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
r0S.a"d ^nf,?f,a mea^ure Hut decorations other than the display new. To Mr. Rougier who coached charge of first traverse Jury, Harry i Barbara F. Smalley for libellant.
C. H. MOOR & CO., Druggist,
would give hospitals and doctors
A. Young. The last named is a new |
-----------------322 Main Street,
Rockland liens for "reasonable” charges, was of the Fortv Club banner which the show goes more than passing member of the sheriff's lamily and
NONE SERIOUSLY HURT
formed an effective background.
mention.
Hls
tireless
efforts
in
10T&S15
told that the bills would create a
hails from Cuslnng.
Harold Horrocks a, interlocutor
preference that would work to the had L. B Cook and Mavnard Mars. shaXpng the pTodudtion were well
Other deputies on tlie job are C. Spn lai ular Accident Al llead-nf-Ray
repaid
by
thc
delightful
performance
disadvantage of others entitled to ton as end men. and in the circle J given.
Earle Ludwick. Charles A Cavan
Saw Remarkable Escapes
payment."
were Harry Smith. Richard Bird, Dr.
Francis Ome as business manager augh and Robert A. yfebster. the last
No opposition was voiced at a Blake Annis, John O Snow. Pearl , was assisted in stagv properties, etc . named occupying his familiar posi
A motor truck owned by Alfred
Labor committee hearing on bills to Studley, Dr. Lloyd Richardson. Dr. | by other club members. Thc pro- tion as court messenger.
Garlow, driven by bis son-in-law
At the clerk's desk sits Milton M
prevent pauperization of temporarily R. L. Stratton. Laurence Miller, I cecds will be divided between the
Griffin, although the word "sit" is Martin Hill, skiddrd off the highway
unemployed wage earners, and to
V'
Cleveland ! Forty Club for charity purposes and somewhat
a misnotncT as lie is near the Head of the Bay Saturday
prohibit maintenance of an employe Sleeper. Jr.. Dr. E. W. Peaslee, John
MIAMI. FLOniDA
'
the High School for specified activi constantly of
night, crossed a brook and finally
on the move.
black list by employers. Enact- IH. McLoon, Benjamin Dowling, ties.
The most interesting «pot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
The grand jury which was sworn
merlj
a black list bill was advo-1 Harold Coombs, Ross McKinney and
Dancing rounded out thc evening in at thd last term, entered upon its came to a stop more than 100 feet
ing the winter months.
cated by Gov. Brann in his inaugural Raymond C. Perry. Thc programwith Al Rougler’s Orchestra furnish second session at once, with Almon from thc point where it left the
address.
Song—Look Who's Here,
Mr Cook ing music.
road. Hill and the other occupants,
L. Young of Rockland as foreman.
‘
Investigation
of
the
Department
Exhortation.
Mr.
Sleeper
In the heart of all activities.
Mr Dowling
Jerome C. Burrows entered upon Joseph Allen and Frank J. Waters
of Education, including the Univer Song—Harlem Moon.
Beautiful rooms and high
— Sentimental Gentleman from
class service.
hts official duties as county attorney, of Thomaston, were taken to Knox
sity of Maine, and the Department of Song
Georgia,
Mr. McLoon
A Modern Fireproof Struc
and while hts duties appear to be Hospital, but their injuries did not
Agriculture's
experimental
poultry
Song
-Old
Man River......................
Mr. McKinney
ture. Every room steam heated
M1CKIE
SAYS
—
rather light this term he has taken prove as serious as they had ap
farm at Highmoor in Monmouth, Song and Dance -Alcoholic Blues,
Rates: (European Plan)
Smith
Single rooms $2.50 per day
them on in a business like manner peared. Allen was quite badly cut
were ordered by the House. Thc first „Song Brother. Can You Sparc Mr
r Dime,
upwards
that promises well for the service he and bruised. The car. badly wrecked
order was referred to thc Committee o
Double rooms $5.00 per day
...
Mr
Rlrd
WO
EVER TUlMK WWAT TWE
will render unto Knox County.
upwards
on Education while the second or Ballad J he Street Where Old Friends
was towed to a garage. Waters was
wru? owes to tw pruter ?
* » • •
M—IMr Perrv
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln thc i
dered the appointment of a special .Song
arraigned In Municipal Court yes
—Pink Elephants.
Mr Marston
kill VA IMAGlUE U/UAT TUIM6S
Building
Since the November term llierc terday on the charge of being drunk
committee to conduct tlie investi
Grand Finale
I Ownership-Management j
WOULP BC LIKE IF B/ERV
have bren only seven divorce cases and disorderly, and was given a sen
gation. It was tabled pending refer
WILLIAM M. URMEY,
Specialty acts were introduced by
PRlUTER WUX TO QUIT WORK
ence and to await printing.
entered. The list follows:
tence of 30 days in jail, which was
little Margaret Winslow in a song
FER A VEAR7- WUV. IF JEST
Ida M Raney of Camden from suspended.
The fight over thc proposed regula and tap dance, Miss Hackett of
TH' NEWSPAPERS WUZ VOUIT;
Bates Raney of Buffalo, married at
tion of motor trucks by thc Public Brunswick in. a toe tap dance and
THIUGS WOULD SOOU BE
Utilities Commission reached the Shirlene McKinney in a violin solo.
Chelsea, London, England, Jan. 26, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
0EAOER THAU AU EGYPTIAN
1929; cruel and abusive treatment
floor of the House Thursday when Margaret, the youngest and smallest
MUMkAV !
Tompkins of Houlton, tabled a biU performer in the show, brought
and extreme cruelty. William H
If I had to live my life again I would
Robinson for libellant.
sponsored by the railroads and intro down the house by her clever charm.
have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once a
duced by Senator Weatherbce of
Myrtle
E.
Perry
of
Rockland
from
To choose the highlight would bc
week. Thc loss of these tastes is a lM|
Leroy D Perry of Rockland, mar of
Penobscot which nad been referred a difficult task, the performers were 1
happiness. -Charles Darwin.
to tlie Committee on Public Utilities so consistently good. Mr. McKinney
ried at Rockland Feb. 11, 1911; cruel
in the Senate.
and abusive treatment, extreme
with his rich bass voice brought
TO BTHKL MY LITTLE LOVE
cruelty and non-support. Libellant God keep you safe, my little love.
Tompkins wanted' the bill referred forth a big hand; Mr. Dowling dis
asks for custody of minor children.
to a joint select committee in closed a delightful voice and ease of
All thro’ the night.
stead' of to Public Utilities alone. stage manner; Mr. Cook brought in
Dudley V., Marjorie L„ Suzanne E. Rest close In Hls encircling armi*Until the light.
and Roger L. Perry. Bird for libel My heart
Weatherbce is chairman of that com some coquettish iby-play; Mr. Mc
ls with you as I kneel to pray;
mittee. A big lobby representing Loon, Mr. Bird and Mr. Perry en
lant.
Good-night, Good-night!
God
keep
you In Hls care alway
Evelyn
W.
Wing
from
Kenneth
A.
both
railroad
and
truck
interests
is
tered in their songs with zest; Mr. j
(J To Us Printing is more than
Wing of Camden, married at Cam Thick shadows creep like silent ghosts
~ just putting words into type. ' expected to swing Into action when Smith's dance and; song act was pre- I
den Aug. 10. 1928; cruel and abusive
thc bill finally gets a hearing.
About my Bed,
sented in an original manner, and 1
It is the creation of a work of art,
• * * ♦
treatment and adultery. Montgom I lose myself ln tender dreams.
of course Mr. Marston's song was j
be it a simple little announcement
While overhead
ery and Gillmor lor libellant.
Tlie propensity at Augusta to mix done with ills usual aplomb tliat ]
The moon comes slanting through my
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Addle
S.
Walter
from
Charles
. I he identities of Representatives would put many a veteran of the
window
bars.
we take all the pride of an artist
A sliver sickle
Walter of Rockland, married at Wal
Louis A. Walkco-of Rockland and Rep • minstrel stage lo shame. Inter
in his craft, in each job; and that
Gleaning 'mid thc stars.
doboro March 18. 1906; cruel and
! resentative Arthur K. Walker of spersed were gags and gags, perti
it the secret of the superlative
abusive treatment and extreme For I. though I am far away.
I Rockport would be amusing if it wert nent hits on club members and
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Feel safe and strong
cruelty. Burrows for libellant.
I not also annoying. Bills introduced
you thus, dear love, and yet.
Printing.
Thirza M. Gardner of Thomaston To trustThe
by one are quite apt to be credited to
night seems long.
priation
of
$800
for
the
support
of
the
from
Maynard
Gardner
of
St.
I
say
with
sobbing breath the old fond
the other as was the case of two bills
prayer:
George,
married
at
Nockland
Aug.
8tate
armory
In
Rockland;
the
other
introduced last week by the Rockland
Good-night. Good-night!
9, 1923; cruel and abusive treatment God keep
Walker and credited to hts Rockport was an order authorizing the issuance
you, keep you everywhere.
and
non-support..
Libellant
asks
—C. B Hawley.
namesake. One palled for an appro- of refunding bonds in Knox County.

SNOW YARD LANDS CONTRACT

MINSTRELS DREW LARGE CROWD

Security Trust Company

CHARLES II. BERRY
ADRIEL U. BIRD
HENRY B. BIRD
ELMER B. CROCKETT
WM. ELLINGWOOD
NEIL A. FOGG
W. O. FILLER
J. A. JAMESON

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tel. 620
Tel. 3
5tf

JUSTICE POWERS PRESIDING

HOTEL URMEY
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The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear him, and
delivereth them —Psa. 34:7.
The National Republican League
has been formed with Vice President
Curtis at the head and with Sena
tor Felix Hebert of Rhode Island,
Senator Daniel O. Hastings of Del?ware and ex-Representative John Q
Tilson of Connecticut. Here is a
strong nucleus for the political recla
mation of the country, which is the
announced purpose of the new or
ganization. New voters of whom it is
estimated there will be eight million
before the next Presidential election
will be given a clear understanding
of the principles for which the Re
publican party stands, with an
analysis of the political history which,
shows why that party has been so
predominantly In power since Repub
licanism first gained ascendancy
lhe definite policy of the League will
not be announced until after March 4.
when the government from top to
bottom will have been transferred to I
the Democratic party. There will be
much speculation as to the Republi-;
can standard-bearer in 1936. A third 1
nomination for Herbert Hoover will
be among those considerations, fcr
while the disaster attending the Re- I
publican campaign in 1932 did not
e dd to his prestige, many things may
liappen in four years, and some of
them may serve to strengthen -he
opinion that no other man ever had
such an unfair show as he did while
an Incumbent of the White House

The State did such an excellent Job ;
in raising the grade of the Duck Trap
bridge in Lincolnville that of course |
it will do the same at Springbrook
Hill near Camden, universally regard- i
ed by motorists as one of the greatest I
difficulties With which they have to j
contend during six months of the ■
year. The writer was an eye-witness ■
Sunday of some of the mishaps at
tending cars which undertake to,
negotiate this hill, and could easily |
imagine what the situation would be
if the highway were icier than it was
on that day. The construction of this
stretch of highway is on the books
for next year. Remove that steep
grade by all means.
William PI. former kaiser of Ger
many will not return to the Father
land unless it be in the capacity of
Emperor, according to the statement
of his personal adjutant. A few years
ago such a statement would have
sounded somewhat like a stage joke,
but it should be remembered that the
Nazi forces have been "riding the
crest of the wave” since the appoint
ment of Adolf Hitler as chancellor
and the German Republic is con
fronted with the possibility of a new
order of things, not the least strange
of which would be a return to mon
archy.
Congress is definitely committed to
a policy of curtailed expenses and a
general retrenchment all along the
line. Yet the House Saturday by a
vote of 172 to 37 defeated an amend
ment which would have reduced the
salaries of Representatives and Sena
tors to $7500. A Mississippi Demo
crat who sponsored the amendment
was jeered by the other members
when he sought to get a teller vote,
which would seem to Indicate that hls
party has not yet fallen in line with
the salary policy which obtains
everywhere else in the country.
They are talking citizens’ ticket I
ever in Bath, and the idea has the I
becking of proprietor Nichols' news
paper. the Bath Times. Rockland un- 5
dertook to get a citizens' administra- I
tion some years ago and the attempt I
proved an absolute flop. There are '
many citizens who believe that a non
partisan city government would be an
admirable thing in the present crisis, j
but it remains to be seen whether the j
time honored political stranglehold |
has become weakened

University of Maine students have
t>een allowing their beards to grow
during the mid-year exams and a
prize has been awarded to Leonard
Sidelinger of Detroit as having pro
duced the best crop. Will this new b'
declared a major sport, with the
award of letters?

BURPEE FURNITURE J* CO.

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING DATE OF ITS ANNUAL

j*

361-367 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

j-

j-

STOCK

FEBRUARY
THURS.'" 5
AT 9.00 A. M. FOR

15

SELLING DAYS_______________

The Lowest Prices Ever Made on Home Furnishings—A Ripping of
Prices That Will Make You Gasp !!

CHAMBER SUITES

DINING SUITES

RUGS

MATTRESSES

New 1933 Designs. Every Suite sold complete

A new stock of 1933 styles just arrived

$139. Suites reduced to.......................... $ 89.00
$ 89. Suites reduced to.......................... 59.00
$ 69. Suites reduced to.......................... 39.00

500 Wonderful White Cross Mattresses sent
us for This Sale

$139. Suite reduced to............................ $98.00
$109. Suite, reduced to .........................
79.00
$ 89. Suite reduced to............................ 59.00

All this big stock of Beautiful Rugs Marked Be
low Mill Cost

$37. Axminster, 9x12; now ................. $18.95
$49. Axminster, 9x12; now................. 23.95
$59. Axminster, 9x12; row .................. 27.95

$39.50 quality, all hair filled, inner spring,

And many other styles in Birds Eye Maple,
Mahogany and Maple

A big display of complete Suites and every one
reduced to less than the manufacturing cost.

PARLOR SUITES
A big factory has shipped a carload of Parlor
Suites for this sale. All offered Below Bench
Cost to make.
$150. Three Piece Suite; now..............$ 79.00
$250. Three Piece Suite; r.ow.............. 98.00
$175. Three Piece Suite; now.............. 89.00

$18.75

All other sizes Reduced

EASY CHAIRS

LINOLEUM

LAMPS

Part of the carload shipped us was EASY
CHAIRS. And they are the most comfortable
chairs you ever saw. Fifty dollar chairs covered
all over with finest quality tapestry, and made
in the very best manner. Colors for every

Three thousand yards of Bird’s Felt Base Floor
Covering of the regular 75c quality is offered in
this sale at this low price. This is a grade that
will give years of service and the colors are
new and beautiful—

The greatest trade in New Three Candle, Beau

$16.95

All in beautiful new Tapestries and genuine
Mohairs. They are wonderful suites

HAMPER SPECIAL

White Cross; now .................................................

Walnut Table Special

FERNERY SPECIAL

49 cents
SPECIAL

HASSOCK SPECIAL

tiful Lamps.
$5.00 Bridge Lamps; now .................... $ 3.35
$5.00 Table Lamps; now ....................... 3.95
$7.00 Floor Lamps; now ....................... 4.95
$10.00 Floor Lamps; now....................... 6.95
All comolete with Shade and Long Cord
TUESDAY SPECIAL!

SPECIAL!

CARD TABLE

REVOLVING P.OOK TABLE

IRONING BOARD

[Butterfly Drop Leaf
UtiutyTabie

Large, strong and well finished,

98c

$1.39

This hand orne table is a real bar
gain:

$1.49

You will went several of this good

splendid folding ironing board.
Light, but very strong. Very

sized foot rest. Very pretty colors.

smooth finish.

A

89c

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

Late bowling results: Eagle:; 5 |
Burpee Furniture Co. 0; Eagles 4,
Three stars in their own right, as
Local bow.ers, who have been hit Burpie Furniture Co. 1.
ting
the thin sticks at the Recrea
well as several actors who play lead
GLENCOVE
ing parts, go to make up an unusual tion allevs all winter are doubtless
interested to know how their efforts
I
ly strong cast fc? “Silver Dollar," have averaged up. The sports edi
M
Guy Overlock of Roclrx-.'t
Wednesday and Thursday.
tor has been provided with the fol was guest Monday of Miss Emily
Edward G. Robinson, star of “Five lowing list:
Hall.
Uncle Sam Ls no tightwad when i* . Star Final” and many other successes, Fogg,
.85
.84 Cavanaugh
These patrons of Penobscot View
comes to promoting useful education. has the stellar role of Yates Martin, J. McLcon,
.91
.94 Elliott,
.93 Grange attended th? joint sc . ion 1
Last year he spent $33,402,402 for vo- j while Bebe Daniels will play opposite A. C. McLoon, .90 E. Benner
him as his beautiful second wife.
.95 of Knox and Limcrock Valley Po
.91 Gardner,
cational training, and of this sum Aline MacMahon, who starred in “Life Daris,
G.,',
.98 mona last Saturday at East Union:
.99 Shields.
$3,666,120 was spent in New England I Begins” has the role of Robinsons Ccok.
.89 T. Perry,
.93 Col. F. S Phllbrick. lic.-man Crock
flrst wife whom he deserted for the I Schelllnger,
94 ett, H N. Brazier, Jack Thomas Mr.
.92 Philbrcok.
younger
and
more
handsome
woman
Now that the Treasury Department
84 Dudley.
.98 and Mrs William Clinton. Mr. and
Murphy.
The screen plav Ls a spectacular ro Rougier,
.83 Mrs. C. E. Gregory. Mrs. Karl Pack
92 R. Perry,
has decreed that Maine granite shall
mance of the gold rush days of early , Seavey,
94 ard, Mrs Lizzie Smith, and Mrs.
.83 Rackliff.
be used in the construction of the Colorado history —adv
100 Charles Maxcv. They report a
Greeley.
.88 Cobb.
Portland postoffice it follows natural
96 wcrthwhii ■ meeting and Pioneer
.85 Brault.
Danielson.
ly that the best material will be found
M Perry,
90 Ames,
.97 Grange good entertainers.
PARK THEATRE
.89 Willis,
.94
Abbott.
iti Knox and Hancock Counties.
.89 C. Carr.
.96
Boris Karloff, who won outstanding Woodward.
.80 Auld.
.94
Charles E. Oregory passed hLs 40th note in the title role of “Franken Barnard.
96
80 Drinkwater,
year of service in the electrical de stein” will be seen Wednesday and Melvin,
.90
.83 Folan,
partment of the Central Maine Thursday at the Park as Dr. Fu Man- Young.
.85 Nate,
.85
Power Co. Feb 5. Mr. Gregory- chu in "The Mask of Fu Manchu.” Schofield,
.87
90 Jameson,
As the uncanny Oriental, Karloff Hanson.
started with the Rcckland. Thomas
.83 Meating.
93
ton & Camden Street Railway in 1» the center of a formidable combi Thornton,
90 Olidden.
94
1893 as a motorman, serving in all ■ nation of intrigue, strange crimes and Lawry,
Greenlaw.
.83 Martin.
98
the different branches of street car fiendish runlvhments.
90 Rogers,
95
There is the weird torture of the Beaton.
and powerhouse work. He served
PS
96 Flln».
under the former svpo Ir.tender • , bell, the reverberatin'? notes of which Howard.
88 Robbins,
99
Harry C. Weston. Thomas Hawken drive men mad. The spectacular Marshall,
98 H. Thomas,
.86
and Valentine Chisholm in the car Feast of the Mongols, the adventures Stewart,
.88 J. Thomas,
95
work, and Chief Engineers Marion of the scientists in the catacombs, the Clarke,
.95 Phillips.
n
Brown and Lendon C. Jackson in the flight into the Gobi Desert and the | M. Benner,
80
French,
.98
powerhouse work Later he also final Asiatic uprising avatnst the Shute.
97
.83 Valley.
filled the positions of chief engineer world are other thrilling incidents.— Woodcock,
, Kcarley,
.86 Kaler,
..92
and superintendent for several years. adv.

STRAND THEATRE

WITH THE BOWLERS

"ON MY SET”

79c

A good, sturdy card table and well
finished. This Ls not a cheap table,
but regular $1.75 value!

69c

■(

ROCKLAND
MAINE

band and the chorus are excep
tional "Throw Out the Llieline,” »ung last Sunday brought
recollections of the author Rev.
E. S. Ufford, in whom I found a
very good friend tor many years.
John .MeCormark will appear
witli Ldwin C. Hill in the third
program of the new “Inside
Story" :?rie over a coa-1 to coast
network Friday at 9.36 p. m., and
will engage in informal conver! alien with Hill before the microphone.

V.alnut finish.

>

Owen D. Young says the only
trouble Insull had was too much confidence in the country. And the
trouble the country had was too muc.P
confidence in Insull. — Brunswick
i Pilot.

A beauty!

And. anyhow, if Franc? would take
tha money she spends on ribbon to
decorate Americans, she could easily
pay her debts to this country and
there wouldn’t be any trouble.—
Chicago Tribune.

fATIlFACTION
Is Assured with

Tn-n rnieaeo rtit'ons WON
and WBEN were giving exception
ally good service Sunday night.
At the former I heard an intere ting demonstration of orches
tral ins'rumenls and at the latter
John McCormack was singing
as onlv John M.-Carmack can.
Neslt Sunday night , Lil'i Pons
will be the voral star at W'BEN.
••• ••• •••
During Brerk’s hour Sunday
night there was an interesting
dreription of the resurrection
plant, a nov'ltv not unfamll ar to
many Rockland persons.
••• ••• •••
Vou make a mistake folks if
you do not listen to the Class 13
music over WCSH at 9 o’rlo-k
Sunday mornings.
Both the

COURIER-GAZETTE
MIAMI, FLORIDA
Ttir most Interesting spot In
Ihe Eastern Hemisphere durIng the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY

in the heart of all activities.
Reautlful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates; (European Plan)
Single rooms $2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the h
k
Building
I Ownership-Management
. WILLIAM M. URMEY

JOB PRINTING
Our equipment, best ma
terials, great care and at
tention, and the rigid tests
to which all work is sub
jected, makes every job
we do satisfactory. It has
to be.
Call On Us
For Estimates

Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
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Rockland1 Encampment holds Its
regular meeting Wednesday night.
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows con

Rockland Girls Reasonably Sure, But Boys Uncertain—
Meantime Here Comes Bath

with offices at 16 Central Pier.

The whirling snowflakes Sunday
made one’s own fireside a tempting
place to linger. If a greater volume
of snow had fallen it would have been
badly drifted by the strong north
wind that night As it was, the mer
cury fell to chillier depths than fcr
rome »ime past, and Monday morning
though sunny and clear was cold
encugh to remind us that old winter
may still have one hand up hts sleeve.
The office temperature range was
from 8 at 8 o'clock to 18 at noon;
this morning 20. wind west, with
probably more snow tonight after a
day of ificreasing cloudiness and mod ciating.
Tomorrow cloudy and
colder.

Mrs. Belle Frost, past district depu
ty grand matron. OEB., installed the
offleers of Seaside Chapter, Camden,
last night. She was assisted by Mrs
Gertrude Boody as marshal.
The Past Presidents' Association of I
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have a
banquet and meeting Tuesday, Feb
14, each member to invite one guest
Dues will be payable at this meeting
The chorus of men's voices which
ls to be featured in the Sunduv eve
ning service at the First Baptist
Church holds an important re
hearsal Wednesday evening at 7.30
in the vestry.

Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES.. meets
Miss Elizabeth Hagar is at Knox I Friday night, with the retiring of
Hospital for treatment.
ficers filling the chairs. Six o’clock
supper will be in charge of Mrs. Eve- j
Rcckland Lodge. F.A.M., meets to lyn Orcutt and Mrs. Hester Chase
night at 7.30 Visitors always wel Business, but no degree work.
come.
Justice Heibert T. Powers will b:
diaries E Bicknell who was home the speaker at tomorrow's Lions Club
liom Maine over the weekend, re- meeting Most pleasant recollections 1
tumtd yesterday.
are held of hls former speaking ap
pearances before local service clubs
Tlie Women's Missionary Society cf meetings of profit and enjoyment.
the First Baptist Church will meet
tomorrow afternoon in the vestry
Jonathan S. Gardner, former road
at 2 30.
commissioner, was badly injured by
an explosion of powder while he was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges of blasting stumps on his farm. At
Swan's Island were in Rockland yes Knox Hospital it was found that 1
terday on their way to Bcston, where much powder had lodged in his face, I
some of it close to one of his eyes.
they will visit for three weeks.

OB. WM. MUHLBSBC

JOHN O.ROCKSFELLER. SB.
Ever since Ponce de Leon sailed
In search of hls Fountain of Youth,
men have dreamed of lengthening
the life span beyond the Biblical
three score years and ten.
The march of modern science hat
fanned the hope to a faith ln the
minds of some scientific men while
others claim the discoveries of
medicine and hygiene confirm the
correctness of the seers when they
prescribed the limits of life several
thousand years ago.
The first school, of which Pro
fessor -Irving Fisher ls a leading
exponent, think It possible the hu
man family may live to the century
mark and even beyond. They stress
three ways by which this may be
achieved: advancement of the eu
genics movement, Intensive devel
opment of the public health pro-

gram and Improvement resulting
from better personal hygiene.
The second group, of which Dr.
William Muhlberg, medical director
of the Union Central Life Insur
ance Company Is an exponent, be
lieve the vital force In an Indi
vidual is largely determined at
birth and that those who defy the
Biblical three score and ten. Inherit
longevity tendencies which enable
them to do so.
They point out that while life
expectancy has Increased 50 per
cent ln three generations the gains
have been confined to the early
years. For age 40 the gain has been
but little more than a year. Among
moderns, the elder Rockefeller at
94 ls the longevity champion, while
Sophocles, Plato and Juvenal lived
beyond their allotted span in the
ancient world.

After having been defeated on their
own floor by the Rockland High
teams, two sturdy basketball aggrega
tions. sporting the colors of Camden
High, invaded the local gymnasium
the past week, and as a capacity audi
ence stared ln amazement, pounded
e.way at the Orange and Black
clusters until finally they returned
to the Megunticook Ranges with a
I double victory safely tucked away
in their chest of triumphs. The de
feat of the local quintet was totally
unexpected, and the long string of
league victories, which extended to
20, was snapped by the scrappy visit
ers; while the Camden sextet's win
caused Rockland to suffer its first
league loss since Coach Bill Sullivan
undertook the task of mentor a dozen
years ago.
Though the Camden boys' club did
not utilize a polished or spectacular
offence, the visitors fired every time
they were in shooting range and be
fore the evening was over, had hit
their target enough times to give
them a 30 to 21 victory over the
Rockland outfit. Not satisfied with
one victory, the feminine edition ol
Camdens court representatives came
from behind In the second half to
finally eke out a 36 to 32 victory over
the Lime City damsels, to make a
clean sweep for the first time in the
history of the new Rockland High
gymnasium.
• • • •
Underdogs Become Supreme

quintet again fell a victim to the Lin
coln five, by a 56 to 37 score. The
score of the Rockland-Rockport con
flict wa.s 32 to 21 for the boys and 41
to 18 for the girls. The Lincoln Acad
emy girls aLso won its second victory
of the season over the Rockport sextet
by a 28 to 15 count. Collamore. Snov;
and Payson have been leading the
Rockport team while Erskine, Reea
and Tukey have been doing the bulk
of the work for the Lincoln five. For
the Rockland boys. Freeman. Pietroski, Armata. Pellicane and Fioliock have been outstanding, while the
entire Roekland glrLs team has looked
6ood despite Its defeat Friday.
The Lincoln sextet boasts a fast
and clever little forward in Dot Elliot
who played a nice game for Lincoln
against Rockport, and leadbetter, a
guard also performed well In Miss
Morong of Rockport, the Red and
White aggregation has a guard capa
ble of holding her own with any in the
league, and to date the Rockport
back has been outstanding in all of
tie games in which she has competed
Thia Week's Battles
Overshadowing the league combats
for the coming week Is the intersec
tional battle between Morse High of
Bath and Rockland which takes place
In the local gymnasium tonight at 7.31.
The locals have regained their confi
dence after the Camden defeat and
are out to make themselves strong
contenders for an invitation to par
ticipate in the Bates tournament at
the Shipbuilders' expense. It is ex
! pected that a full house will be on
Land to witness the class and plaits

Coach Dick Richards' outfit was
a decided underdog in the pre-game
predictions, but the Camden hoopmen disregarded all of the prophecies
and complied an early lead, which thc
Rocklandites were able to approach
but once, and journeyed back to “The I
Prettiest Spot in Maine" with their
greatest a titletic triumph over Rock- I
land since a baseball victory two years 1
ago The Megunticook defence proved
to be a difficult barrier for the locals
to cross, and with "Dizzy" Dean and
Ewight Lord turning ln some fanev
.‘hots got away to a nine point lead j
at half time. At no time during the j
first two periods did the locals look
impressive as their passing and ,
shooting were radically off.
Coming back in the third period
the Rockland team managed to knot
the count at 16-all through four-one- I
hand shots and a free throw bv
"Bun" Freeman before the Camden
team could find itself. The rally
made the locals look like the team it
bas been during its last seven games,
but again Lord and Dean hit their
ftride. and with the Camden defence
functioning smoothly held the locals
to five points for the rest of the
fracas and walked Jubilantly away
with a well earned victory. Dean
Lord and Brown were the leaders for
the winning quintet, while Freeman,
Pietroski and Armata were thc main
stays of the Rcckland team.

The Second District Council meet-j
ing of the American Legion Auxili
MRS. DELPH1NE ORNE
CLARENCE E. ULMER
ary, Department of Maine, will be
held in Thomaston this afternoon at
Clarence
E. Ulmer died Saturday
Funeral services for Mrs. Delphlne
1.30. Winslow-Holbrook Post Auxili
ary will have a representative group i Sheldon) Orne were held Saturday at his home on Middle street after
afternoon at the home of her son, a week's illness of grippe following a
The Knickerbockers discussed thf in attendance.
Arthur L. Orne. on Broadway, Rev.
respective merits of the Kitchen bill
In justice to Ernest Lermond. who j H. H Marr of Pratt Memorial M. E prolonged period of ill health.
and the Friend bill, Sunday at the
Mr. Ulmer was born in Rockland
W. H. Glover Co. store. To the scribe is awaiting action of the grand jury Church officiating. Present were
it sounded very much like a hearing ! today on the charge of burglary at many old friends and neighbors, and on July 22, 1853. son of Gilman and
Klaggecroft Manor, it should be said there was a striking display of Elizabeth Ulmer. His schooling was
at Augusta.
that his previous record was a jail; flowers, sent with the recollection of, .
this city, as also has been his
Through the kindness of H. P sentence, and not imprisonment at I her great love for them. The bear-! ul
Blcdgett of the Central Maine Power Thomaston, as some of the papers i ers were A. W Gregory. Joseph W. home. He was a contractor of ex
Robinson, Harold Corthell of Rock ceptional ability, working on many
Ccmpany. members of Clover Leaf have said.
port. and Francis n Orne. The large construction Jobs throughout
Troop. Oirl Scouts, are to tak- cook
The finals in the championship burial was in Achorn ■metery.
ing lessons of Mrs. Florence Ellis, of
Mrs. Orne who was 88 years old the State of Maine. He also did
the home economics department. The roller skating match at The Span
last
December, died suddenly last much road work for the State High
ish
Villa
will
be
seen
tonight,
when
first lesson wa.s yesterday afternoon
Ca.mden Lassies Torn Tables
the coveted honor will be sought by Thursday at the home of her daugh way Commission, and was an expert
in handling explosives. In politics
The feminine classic saw the Rock
ter
in
Vinalhaven.
She
had'
been
four
smart
local
lais
—
Ka
vara
ugh,
A "penny supper" will be served at
the house as usual the preced he was a staunch Democrat, and had land lassies get away to an early start
the Universalist vestry Saturday from Chaples, Breen and Walsh. One about
ing day, and arose Thursday morn served as alderman in Ward 7. He and in the second period boasted a
member
of
this
quartet
will
earn
5 to 7, fcr the benefit of the Sunday a valuable pair of racing skates.
ing with no intimation that her life's was a member of the Three Quarter nine-point margin, which was de
School. Miss Mary Sylvester will be
Century Club.
course was so nearly run.
creased to five points before the half
in charge A similar supper was un
Mr. Ulmer never married, but was ended. This advantage was soon
Mrs. Lillian Shaw. 22. who was in
The deceased was a native of
dertaken by the school last year and stalled as worthy matron of Seaside Waldo, and was married to the late j a great lover of his home, and tcok i erased, however, and with its sharp
proved both successful and popular Chapter. O.ES. Camden, last eve Amos D. Orne, who died in 1914. The ; marked pride in keeping it in ex- shooting forwards, Taylor aim
ning, is believed to be the youngest couple came to Rockland about 50 ’ cellent condition. He was an avid Thomas, working nicely, the visitors
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets woman ever to be inducted into this years ago. After her husband's death ! reader, fond of music, possessing a i went ahead where they remained for
Thursday afternoon to work on the office in a Maine chapter. Mrs. Shaw Mrs. Orne retained her home for a player piano and a radio, and was a I
rest of the contest. The tilt was
past president's quilt. Circle supper is the wife of Eugene Shaw and the while, and then went with her son, kf en student in politics. He was one 1 very even throughout the remainder
at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. Velma daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Arthur L. Orne. Later she made her ol the oldest members of his neigh- o( t'he evenjnK but Camden never alhome with her daughter. Mrs. borhood and will be sadly mis^d by
Se loSl
to ovXmc
Marsh. Mrs. Emma Hall and Mrs. Clark of Park street.
Nellie McKinney. Two candidates
Maurice F. Calderwood in Northfield, many friends. The only immediate
™
f
Vt. for a number of years and dur- survivor is one sUter. Mra Annie ‘^"^tors m the glmc as both
will be initiated at Uie evening session.
Alfred B. Lamb, who had been
Officers are requested to wear white. connected with the police depart ing the past year and a half at Vinal- WUliams of Greenwich Coim^
teams werp nparlv pvpnly
Funeral se. vices were held from the . .
Camden centers Dwinal and
ment since 1917, died suddenly at his haven. She was one of the oldest
members
of
the
Methodist
Church
'
ate
residence
yesterday
afternoon
yraa
tnecamaen
centers,
ana
Returning from Portland Sunday home on Birch street yesterday memoers Ol uie• Meuioaisi vnurcn
Allenwood,
providing
theDwinal
necessary
by motor. Dr. R. L. Stratton was morning. Funeral services wiil be in this city, and very loyal to her
Kev H R winchenbaugh ofviotm-v
o/CanSen and Fitna^am of
passing through Waldoboro woods held at the Burpee parlors Wednes friends and home. In addition to ficiating. Mrs. Oladys Morgan sang
about dusk when a huge moose ap day afternoon at 2 o'clock, and Odd the two children previously men-, two selections greatly loved by th? ; Baylor of Camden~and Flanagam of
,
, wirir imnwd
peared in his path. Prompt cutting Fellows are especially requested to tioned she is survived by four grand- j deceased — Beautiful Isle of Some-I th
children.
where and Abide With Me. The the evening and their work loomed a
off of lights and application of brakes attend.
floral
tribute
was
very
lovely.
Bear-I
bit
brighter
than
the
rest of the playavoided collision and the great
[ ers wgre Leroy Ulmer, L. A. Thurs- 'trs' while Korpinen, Rockland guard,
“The big game of thc season" was
beast calmly proceeded on hls way
Two major events, both highly sue- ton, Sheridan Bartlett
and John , also stood out at intervals,
Principal Blaisdell's comment on to ecssful,
into a neighboring field.
drew a Rockland motor ex- I Brewster, and interment was made , At this time the name of Miss
night's basketball battle between thc pedition into Northern Maine over ' jn the family lot in Achorn ceme- Helen McCobb, Camden girls’ coach, J
Albert T. Thorpe. 64. proprietor of Rockland High School boys and the the weekend Of first importance tery.
stands out like a beacon, on the basHolly Inn, widely known summer Morse High quintet. The game will was the birthdav observance of Paul
-----------------i ketball front. Since coming to tlie j
hotel at Christmas Cove, died Satur be called at 7.30 in the local gym ine McLoon Rogers with Fort Fair
Carl Dann, Jr., of Orlando Satur- i Camden institution, Miss McCobb has
day night. He suffered a shock seven with RH.S Junior Varsity and field’s annual winter carnival as an day
won the national championship done remarkable work in the producyears ago and retired from activ; Thomaston High Freshmen staging additional attraction. Fine weather of golf champions for the second tion of winning teams, and basketball
management of the hotel two years the preliminary bout.
and excellent sport featured the car time, defeating Isaac L. Merrill of followers in this section of the State
ago. Thorpe had been in the hotel
An answer to a Courier-Oazette nival activities and the goose hung Camden. 5 and 4 in their 36-holc- are rapidly learning to appreciate her
business 40 years. The present Holly
high at the Rogers home for the jolly final of St. Augustine. Fla. The coaching ability. It was Miss MeInn was the third he had built on query was quickly forthcoming. We family reunion. Senator and Mrs. A. Main? youngster was unable to C'cbb's sextet that iast year defeated
the same site, the two previous struc asked how far it is from Winslow- i C. McLoon motoring from Augusta cope with Dann's sub-par golf. Both a Rockland aggregation in league
Holbrook square I corner of Park and
tures having been destroyed by fire.
Main streets) to the soldiers' monu were joined by Mr. and Mrs John players were hampered with the competition, a feat that had not been
Haines McLoon, Marion McLoon heaviness ot the course, due to rain ' accomplished for a long period of
According to the sport columns of ment. in Camden. Yesterday H. R Munsey and Arthur P. Haines.
and by strong winds. Dann was two time, and her team continued through
the Bath Times, the proteges of Man Mullen, salesman for the Hopkins
------------------ up at the end of the first 18 and with i the season
undefeated and won thc
ager Nick Michalos had things pretty Oarage went over the route and it
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary willhold j superior long iron and approach crown in
thc Knox andLincoln
much their own way at the Empire registered exactly 8.5 miles.
a supper for its members and camp, shots easily conquered Merrill, who I League
Theatre boxing show last Friday
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has a pub followedbv a regular meeting Wed- lost control of his putter and was j AithoUgh Thomaston defeated thnight. That paper says that Johnny
1 unable several times to evade traps. Camden sextet this year, in the return !•
card party this afternoon at 3 nesday night.
Wilson decisively shellacked Young lic
' .engagement the Megunticook maido'clock at Odd Fellows hall, with
Sukeforth of Rockland and that Cy Mrs. Helen Paladino and Mrs. Lina
clone Sawyer won from Uncut Dia Carroll in charge. Circle supper at ^llllllllllllllllilillllttllllllllHIIIimilllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinill
mond bv cleaner and harder punching. 6.15 will be followed by thc usual
swamping the Thomaston girls. Ex
Regarding the latter bout there ap business session, at the close of which
cept for the surprising reversal at the
pear to be varying views. This paper an entertainment will be provided by
outset of the season. Miss McCobb's
cculd see no better than a draw, but members whose birthdays fall in the
torn would still be the leading con
there are many fans cf the opinion months of January. February and
tender for the pennant this year, but
that the colored boxer was too smart March.
We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
‘ after Rockland came out on the long
fcr Cyclone.
end of the score at Camden two weeks
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
ago Camden's pennant visions faded ,
BORN
There were many serious counte
slowly and it is doubtful whether the
be governed by the limits of his income. We can
nances around The Thornd'ke over JONES—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Megunticookers will be able to tie
Feb. 4. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jones,
the weekend, due fo the death of Pro
save you money on your dental bills.
ot Rockport, a son.
Rcckland for the diadem now. al
prietor O'Neil's Bcston terrier Peggy CHANDLER—At Community Hospital.
though there is a mathematical poswhich was such a general favorite
Camden. Feb. 6. to Mr. and Mrs Mar
J sibility for Camden to get a tie and
cus Chandler, a son. John Wardwell.
HECOLITE
with the traveling lraternity and the
Gas-Oxygen
Examination
: win.
—At Port Clyde. Feb. —. to Mr
local citizens who foregather at this WILSON
and Novo-Caln
PLATES
$30
• • • •
and
and Mrs. Donald Wilson, a son.
for Painless
congenial hostelry. It Is doubtful if
That new material
Estimate
Pmnants
Not Yet Plucked
Filling
there was a better known canine in
«
light, durable and
MARRIED
Gladly Given
respite the fact that the Camden
A Specialty
the State, and certainly there never
easy
to
keep
clean
— At Rockland.
teams turned back 'he Rockland outexisted cne who showed a race CHRISTIAN-ROBINSON
Feb. 5, by E. R. Keene. J. P.. John
. fits for the first time this season, thc
friendly attitude toward all comers.
Robert Christian of Somerville, Mass .
and Vivian Robinson of Rockland.
locals are still out in front in the
In her younger days Peggy displayed
TEETH
Painlesa
standing of the League and the win
prodigious activity and the mere
Fillings $1 up
DIED
Extractions
ner of the boys’ division will not be
rattling of keys in one's pocket was FITZGERALD—At Camden. Feb 5, Ablul
A Good Set of
Cleaning $1 up
definitely decided until the last garni'
sufficient to attract her Immediate
upper or lower
Novo-Caln
P. Fitzgerald, aged 84 years. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
is played. The Rockland girls should
attention and pursuit if the keys were
Bridgework.
$6
Gas-Oxygen
$2
$15.00
not have much trouble in obtaining
tossed across the floor. Playing with DEMPSTER—At Camden. Feb. 3. Miss
Emma Cecelia Dempster, aged 76 years,
______________
victories over the Lincoln Academy
toy balloons was another sport at
7 months. 17 days.
sextet and if Rockland wins both of
which she was an adept, furnishing LAMB—At Rockland. Feb 6, Alfred D. Ej
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
its encounters another Knox and Lin
endless amusement for the spectators. j Lamb, aged 55 years. 7 months. 28
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
coln League pennant will be brought
With the coming of her 14th year, | days.
from Burpee parlors.
tc the local institution. Rockland
she became very infirm but made her i SPEAR—At Appleton, Feb. 6. Edward S.
Lincoln and Camden are very much
appearance in the office dally, her
Spear of South Warren, aged 57 years,
if months, 12 days.
in the running for championship
pleading eyes never failing to win a
honors in the masculine division and
S 359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel.
1097-W
caress She was intensely devoted to
CARD OF THANKS
it is impossible to select a winner, as
the Thorndike hotel family and will
We wish to express our sincere thanks sf
OVER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE
Lincoln has iwo games with Rockland
be sadly missed by everybody.
to our friends of Matinicus and the
White Head Coast Guard for their kind
and two with Camden.
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
ness and assistance, and to all who of =
The other two league games played
I am ready to make out your in fered their services and sent flowers
Evenings By Appointment
our recent bereavement.
[ the past week saw Rockland defeat
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele during
Mr.s. Emma Ross. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rockport at Rockport, and at Linphone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street. Ross and family.
SlIllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHH
1 coin Academy Friday, the Goose River
Owl's Head.
12-tf

Mrs. Alfreds Griffin, who recently
fell and broke her hip, was discharged
from Knox Hospital yesterday, and Is
at the home of her son, Milton M
Griffin.

CAMDEN

BASKETBALL RACE TIGHTENS

Feh 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading ferred the third degree on William i
at Universalist vestry.
Butler and Neil Karl last night. I
Feb. 12- Lincoln's Birthday.
Supper followed.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Dav.
Feb. 14—Camden—C. C. H. Club Valen
tine Ball at the Opera House.
Milton French, chairman of the J
Feb. 18—The Junior Class. R. H. 8..
presents “The Automatic Butler," a Legion smoker Thursday night has
j lined up a good set of boxing bouts
force In three acts.
Feb. 17—13 to 9.30) Meeting of and other attractions.
Woman's Educational Club.
Feb. 17—Kippy Karnlval at Rockland
High School.
The local patriotic bodies are to j
Feb. 17—Rubinstein Club meets, with celebrate
Washington's Birthday |
miscellaneous program In charge of Mrs.
with an elaborate program at
Grace Crie.
Feb. IP—Celebration of Washington's Strand Theatre Sunday, Feb. 19.
Birthday at Strand Theatre
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
The V.' C.T.U. will meet Friday
Feb 22—Third annual Coast Guard
; wi'.n Mrs. 1’. M. Kittredge. The subball. Temple hall.
Feb 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual j je.'t is “Frances Willard and Me
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at the Opera
morial Funds,” the leader Mrs. Lot-1
House.
March 6—Monthly meeting of City tie Oregory.
Government.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day charity
H. B. Richmond, well known in
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman.
Maude Blodgett. Carolyn Stewart and i thts city and vicinity has been ap
Thelma Stevens
pointed managing idireotor of tlie
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied Atlantic City Convention Bureau,
bodies meet In Bangor
WEATHER

Page

Dental Service

1 Dr, Dana S. Newman

Mr. and Mrs Robert W. Jamieson
nnd Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
WiUlam G Stover in Lewiston.
A son, Jchn Wardwell Chandler
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
Chandler at Camden Community
Hospital Feb. 6.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapieee are
spending a few days in Boston.
Mr.s. Bertha French entertained the
Monday Contract Club thus week nt
her apartment in the Masonic block.
Clarence Stratton pulled a hand
some two and three-quarter pound
salmon out of Lake Megunticook Sunday.
The funeral of Miss Emma Cecelia
Dempster, 76. was held Sunday from
the home of Fred Farnsworth, Bel 
mont avenue, Rev. Winfield Witham
officiating. Muss Dempster was born
in New York but had made her home
in Camden for many years. Comm.itnl services were held at thc grave

Three

and interment was in Mountain
Street cemetery.
Mrs. Rose Thorndike has returned
tc her home in Irvington, N J. after a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Arthu■
Barnes.
The Lend-A-Hand Club will meet
thLs Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock with
Mrs. Betty Haskell. Harden avenue.
John Miller, a student at U. of M
spent thc weekend witii hls parents.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W Miller.
The auxiliary to the Sons cr
Union Veterans will hold a card partv
F(b. 9. at tlie home of Mrs Mollir
I arner^Elm street. Mrs Larner and
Mrs. ™
Florence Faiibiother will be
hostesses.
A surprise party was given Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Blake Saturday nigh;
by 26 members of the auxiliary to the
Sens of Union Veterans. It was Mr
Blake's birthday nnd he was the
recipient of several gifts. Luncheon
was served and cards anti games were
enjoyed during the evening.
Mr. and Mr.s. Kenneth Brown and
Charles Robinson and family ol Lew
iston were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Brown
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick Ls guest of he ■■
r°rpnts Mr. and Mrs Charles E.
Smith in Washington
|
. . • .

the large crowd that is being looked
for. Morse Ls very anxious to break
bock into the win column after hav
ing dropped games to Cheveras nnd
Deering the past two weeks and local
fans are assured of a fast game tha:
should be well worth the time and
small price of admission.
Abial P. Fitzgerald
The league games for the coming
week are: Friday, Lincoln at Rock
Abial P Fitzgerald, 84. died Sunday.
land and Rockport at Camden
He was born in Gouldsboro but hud
been a resident of Camden for many
The League Standing
years. He Ls survived by four son,
Boys' Division
Won lost
PC Frank L. Fitsgcrald of Rockland. Her
Rockland ........... 5
1
man Fitzgerald of St. Clair Shore
Lincoln ... ........... 2
1
667 Mich., and William and Edward FitzCamden ... ........... 3
2
1 gerald of Camden, three daughter;
Rockport ........... 1
4
200 Mrs. Harry Hooper and Mr.s. Thoma.,
Thomaston ....... . 1
4
.200 | Myrick of this place and Mrs. Walter
Girls' Division
. Hines ol' Rumford, also five grandRockland ........... 5
1
.834 ; children. The funeral will be held
Lincoln
........... 2
1
.067 1 today at 2 o'clock from 18 Trim street.
600 Rev. Albert E. Luce officiating, and
Cajnden
........... 3
2
•400 , interment will be In Mountain Street
2
Thomaston
3
5
ooc I cemetery.
Rockport .......... 0

Stock Up Your Pantry

MID-WINTER

CANNED FOODS SALE
ONE CAN FREE WITH EACH DOZEN

These low prices mean a loss to the packer and cannot last long. These
goods are high grade. You may buy in assorted dozens if you wish, and receive
a Can Free of the lowest priced can in yo ur assortment.
Swift’s Large Can Pineapple .......................... can .20; doz.
Superba or Hatchet Peaches............................ can .20; doz.
Superba Red Ripe Tomatoes, large can......... can .18; doz.
Superha Red Ripe Tomatoes, No. 2 can.... can .12%; doz.
Superba Small Whole Refugee Beans........... can .18; doz.
Fancy Maine Bantam Com.......................... can .12%; doz.
Superba Brown Bread, large can..................... can .15; doz.

$2.35. One Can Free
2.20. One Can Free
2.00. One Can Free
1.30. One Can Free
1.80. One Can Free
1.40. One Can Free
1.60. One Can Free

With or without raisins.

Superba Horticultural Shell Beans ................
Superba Large Shrimps......................................
Baxter’s Maine Peas ...........................................
Superba Bartlett Pears.........................................
Superba Diced Carrots........................................

doz. 1.70. One Can Free
doz. 1.50. One Can Free
doz. 2.00. One Can Free
doz. 2.70. One Can Free
doz. 1.20. One Can Free

can
can
can
can
can

.15;
.13;
.20;
.25;
.10;

can
can
can
can
can
can

.17; doz.
.13; doz.
.20; doz.
.15; doz.
.20; doz.
.18; doz.

1.80. One Can Free
1.50. One Can Free
2.00. One Can Free
1.70. One Can Free
2.35. One Can Free
1.80. One Can Free

Canadian Lobster ................................................ can
White Tuna Fish.................................................. can
Crab Meat.............................................................. can
1 Pt. Bot. Beech-Nut Tomato Juice Cocktail .. bot.
Beech-Nut Tomato Juice, 12% oz. can......... can
1 Pt. Bot. Beech-Nut Tomato Catsup............ bot.
“Show-You” Vegetable Chop Suey .............. can

.25; doz.
.25; doz.
.25; doz.
.20; doz
.10; doz.
.20; doz.
.25; doz.

2.90. One Can Free
2.90. One Can Free
2.90. One Can Free
1.75. One Bot. Free
1.00. One Can Free
1.80. One Bot. Free
3.00. One Can Free

A good one to have on the shelf.

Superba Strawberry Beets, large can.............
Superba Strawberry Beets,, small can............
Superba Alaska Red Salmon............................
Superba Apricots, No 1 Cans............................
Superba Spinach ..................................................
Superba Graefruit................................................

One Can Noodles With Each Can.

1 Lb. Can Superba Fruits for Salad................
8 oz. Jars Beech-Nut Concord Grape Jelly......

can .18; doz. 2.15. One Can Free
jar .15; doz. 1.80. One Jar Free

Or Crabapple JeHy.

Bcech-Nut Spaghetti ...........................................

can .10; doz.

1.00. One Can Free

can .21; doz.

2.20. One Can Free

Tall Cans Evaporated Milk............................... can .07; doz.

.75. One Can Free

Ready to heat and nerve.

No. 1 Cans Cooked Corned Beef.....................
Many families use it for Comed Beef Hash.

BUFFET CANS ARE HANDY TO HAVE ON HAND
Peaches, halves orsliced...................................
Grape Fruit .....................................................
Asparagus ...........................................................
Pineapple, Crushed or Tid-Bits........................
Hatchet Com .......................................................
Tomatoes ..............................................................
Fruit for Salad.......................................................
Baked Beans .........................................................
Pears .....................................................................
Spinach ................................................................
Raspberries and Strawberries..........................
String Beans .........................................................

can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can

.10; doz.
.10; doz.
.15; doz.
.10; doz.
.08; doz.
.08; doz.
.15; doz.
.10; doz.
.12; doz.
.10; doz.
.15; doz.
.10; doz.

.95.
1.20.
1.70.
1.00.
.70.
.90.
1.70.
1.15.
1.40.
1.00.
1.75.
1.15.

One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can
One Can

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

This sale lasts all of this week, but we hope you will order before Friday. We
almost pass out Friday and Saturday we are so busy.
PLEASE OR DER EARLY

J. Aa JAMESON CO.
TELEPHONES 17 and 18

FREE DELIVERY

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 7, 1933
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and color by Nellie Pairpoint. who,
like Miss Blanchan views birds not
as natural history specimens to be
measured, classified and ticketed,
but as living creatures with char
acter, beauty and an economic re
lation to the rest of nature.
fo
3
5
2
I
• • • •
"My Animal Friends'' by thc di
&
rector of the Philadelphia Zoological
Break Them Quicker With Old-Fashioned Medicine
Oarden. C. Emerson Brown. Mr.
19
id
ii
o O. McIntyre says: "Every dog Brown writes abQUt the private lives j
Favored By New Englanders For More
lover should read ’King of Maple- of the animals in the zoo. We see I
w
Than Century
dale' by Lloyd Thompson, who the anaconda at breakfast, learn
Ib
13
15
IM
12
about the preferences of young lion,
understands dogs as few men do."
W
Don’t be careless*. Don’t say: “Oh. it’s
and allow it to melt in your mouth. This
the 19th son of Princess and her
w
juht a cold" and let it ro at that. Because
allays irritation which causes so much
Which brings*us to a column mate, watch the far from cuddly
19
lb
influenza is abroad, and it is these com
suffering.
17
mon colds which so often result in the i
If throat, chest or head is sore, bathe
about b’oks pertaining to dogs and electric eel shock minnows for his
flu or grippe. It’s safer, easier and far lees
with water as hot as you can l»ear. Then
cat and fishing and horse racing dinner and see Orphan Annie, thc I
expensive to break that cold right now I apply Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, rub
i.2
26
21
and o'her "sports"
orang-utan, eat milk and zwlewith Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
bing gently. For persistent soreness, wet
Start tonight this simple but amazingly
a cloth with Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
"An' Artist's Models" by Cecil back like a pampered child. Proeffective treatment which hundreds of your
and wrap around sore area, covering with
Aldin — inimitable characterizations ! fusely Illustrated
neighbors have found so swift to break all
a dry cloth. Keep bowels open with a good
kinds of common colds.
laxative.
in picture and prose of dogs who
Stay in the house a day or two if you '
You ought to have Johnson’s Anodyne
pose for their living. The book has
ATLANTIC
can. Take hot baths and keep out of ! Liniment in the house all the time. If vou
ib
ito
3o 31
25
25
27
2M
dnuthti. Every Ihrrr or four hour, add
20 plates in color.
haven’t it_____
now.____________
get it at the_______
nearest drug
dered nnd dismayed. His groping
CHAPTER XII. CONTINUED
a few drops of Johnson's Anodyne Lini- j or grocery store. It costs less—does more
By
the
same
author.
"Dogs
of
Mrs
Bessie
Dunham
Is
visiting
her
ment to a lump (or teaspoon) of sugar
to keep you well.
hand reached backward and fell
Character."
34
sister In McKinley.
&
upon a miner's shovel, and with only
“SayI Didn't the captain give
Capt H. F H. Hardy presents a
Miss Gladys Joyce has returned lo
this
for
a
weapon
he
leaped
up
and
orders that one of us was to keep a
book "Good Gun Dogs." invaluable school after a week's illness from
it
BIG INCOMES HAVE
37
darted out Berserk mad, to fall upto any dog owner and fascinating grippe.
35
strict watch on thnt box every min
What!
No
Spinach?
iw
[
reading
for
all
sportsmen
who
apMrs.
Susan
Torrey
celebrated
her
ute of the day or night It was in I on the retreating pair.
DECLINED SHARPLY
pr-ciatc a well-trained dog. (These 99th birthday anniversary Feb. 1.
Fortunately for him the two men
1
here? And tliat isn't the worst of
Family Goe« to War
HO
58
39
lh
are Scribner publications).
she is thc oldest Inhabitant of this
(
tiud
their
hacks
turned
when
he
It. Do you know who smashed it?
Los Angeles, Calif.— In divorce
Big Dogs and Little Dogs" by ■ island.
If you don’t, I do, d—d well! It ' made his silent charge upon them.
Only 3,142 Get More Than
papers filed by Mrs. Esther Lu
1
42
Hidda Walther—48 informal photoDr Cosgrove has been ill the past
Ml
was the fellow who made it—the ! and before they heard him he had
cile
Ewing
she
says
she
served
$100,000 a Year in U. S.
graphic
studies
of
arresting
vividtwo
weeks.
The
island
people
will
fellow we locked up in the old In | hit one a smashing blow over the
meals that suited William Etl
ness. A reviewer says: "This re-1 be glad to see him on duty again.
Hi
• head with liis shovel, knocking him
dian mine last night!"
4M
ward Ewing until one day she
markable portrait gallery of dogs is
Sylvia Stockbridge entertained at I
Washington.
—
That
group
of
across the rails of the mine track.
“You're crazy. That chute is a
forgot
to
cook
spinach
and
he
different
from
many
you
have
ever
bridge
Thursday.
Lina
Joyce.
Mar1
American
citizens
who
pay
about
But before he could swing the
good two miles from the place
reen before. Whether Miss Walther Jorle Trask. Edna Dunham. Lillian
become so abusive about I, she
97 per cent of the income taxes col
shovel a second time, tlie other man
is photographing a sleepy Seottle, a Joyce. Marion Herrick and Eleanor
where we locked that fellow np;
VERTICAL (Cont.)
• HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
could
no
longer
live
with
hint
HORIZONTAL
lected by the federal government—
dignified Bezoi, an
inquisitive Van Horn.
had whirled, drawn his Colt and
12- Poisonoua snake
and, allowing that he had a light—
34- A merman (Her.)
Ewing
had
demanded
spinach
1-Pronoun
citizens whose incomes are more
Dachshund, or a baby Bull, she
13- Penetrated
Mrs. Lena Torrey is recovering from
fired. It was merely a lucky chance
35- Bow the head
wiiich he didn't—he'd get lost a
4-Beaeech
with his dinner every day. slat
tnan $160,000 a year—have sharp
shows a particular genius for cap her recent illness much to the grati- j
15- Narrow bodies of
that the heavy bullet struck ttfe
7-To remove the akin 36-Musical note
million times before be could flnd
ing
it
gave
him
strength.
She
ly declined during the last four
turing each animal as a vitallv nat fication of her friends.
water connebting
37- Turf
8-Cheek
shovel blade and glanced aside to
the way over here.”
does
not
like
the
dish,
her
pa
ural being."
(Alfred A. Knopf.
years, ret,orts the Treasury depart
two larger bodies
Oeorge Withee is recovering slowly 1
38Continued stories
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I'll make a ten-to-one het he's bid i the Monroe place has moved into the :
Rockland.
Monumental Worka md Birds That Hunt and Are
was vanity, another" religion, or
Douglas Bisbee house.
ing In that old chute right now.
fun ted. A new and beautiful edi
Main Straat
charity, or love of dress. The last
'
A
Diuretic
Let's go back and get him.”
tion of Ncltje Blanchan's two fa
First tell us how many depressions
for the
Thomaaton, Maina
Tel. 106-R
It is a rather restful change at man to whom the question was put
Then to Landis came the thought
have been ended toy violating eco
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS mous bird books combined in one
Kidneys
answered oracularly, "Her tears 1”—
that,
to
have
Bernard
Shaw
sailing
volume,
with
a
scries
of
beautiful
nomic
law
to
benefit
a
favored
group
of what they would find ln tbe in
Talaphona Cennaexlan
around the world instead of into IT Exchange.
new drawings In black and white
—Sacramento Bee.
clined chute—Betty, waiting bewil-

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

Stubborn Colds May
Cause Flu, Grippe!

7“

Tiles-

^Miserable
Backache?

Lost Vital Nene Force?
Y

Light Trucking

DoarVs
njjis

—Boston Herald-

..

Walter Dorgan

Every-Other-Day
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He served at Libby Island1 three dif
the popular children's poems of toSPRUCE HEAD
ROCKVILLE
ferent times, also was at Crabtree
j day, also stories and book reports.
Ledge as assbtant keeper with
,
'
The
pupils
and
teacher
thank
the
As one gazes upon Chickawaukie
Mr. and Mrs Milledge Randall and _____ ,,
,
Jerome Peasley who has recently daughter
Mildred of White Head are I Community Club for their kindness ln Lake with a large area ai the lower ■
died. While at Crabtree Ledge Mr.
helping
them
secure
a
school
library
end open water, the ice harvesting in
spending a 48-hour leave with Mrs
Johnson wrote the following verse:
the near future certainly looks dubi
Randall’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Stan and singing books.
Behind the Western hills the sun had
Charles
Wall
and
Edith
Flood
have
ous. The older residents of the vil
ley Simmons.
crept.
What cur lightkerpers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
left
us
and
entered
the
Clark's
Island
lage say they cannot remember of a
Up from the east the mighty curtain
Funeral services were held for Wil
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
school
this
term.
swept;
similar condition at this time of year
Forth from the lighthouse lantern lis Adams at his late home Thursday
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
SAYS FOIICE IT. AMOS ANDERSON, DARIEN, CONN.
According to the weather prophets,
and Interment at Melrose. Mass. Mr.
gleams.
A shaft of light across the ocean foam.
however, there is plenty of winter
Adams died Tuesday morning after
FRIENDSHIP
just ahead with temperatures suf
an illness of three years.
Tlie Storm King spread across the sky.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carr and In
In his train the gathering clouds
The Taxpayers' Association held a ficiently low to freeze ice thick enough
Portland Head
ha,j been very sick and now her Dark swept
by.
fant daughter Elizabeth were at Mrs. meeting in K. of P. hall Wednesday for storing.
Candlemas Day, and our horn is mother and father have grippe colds. The lightning's hash, the thunder's roar Charles Carr’s Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs F. P. Butler and son
evening. President Eugene Brcwn
Proclaimed
their
leader
’
s
majesty
and
No
one
here
at
the
light
station
has
•working for fog this morning. We
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater is spend was chairman, and committee reports Clarence spent last Thursday with
power.
had
it
as
yet.
wonder if Old Man Sunshine will
ing a few days in Rockland, guest of were read and topics of town interest Mr. and Mrs Dana A Sherer and j
Jan. 31. This is a lovely day; not,Alone,
___ far. far above the rolling deep,
find a way out.
discussed. There were about 40 pres Barbara Waldron has been visiting
much snow here on the Point road.1 Th«- lighthouse keeper watched—no Mrs Marguerite Harris.
them for a month
Howe Elwell has returned to Rock ent.
thought of sleep;
We have had quite a number o! Mrs. Elwell spent the afternoon with
Thc silent hours dragged wearily along;land
___ ___
__
Mrs. P. W Robbins at'ended the
after
a short kvisit
with his
callers recently.
Mrs. George Gray.
Mrs. Melvin Bums has been visit- ■ Farm Bureau meeting last Tuesday at
He hears the maddened waves, the 1
"
howling of the storm.
sister
Henry York.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff of West
Peb. 2. This is a nasty, rainy day
ing her son, Melvin, Jr., in Portland the home of Mrs. B If. Paul in Rock
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained the
brook were here Tuesday.
and the fog bell constantly ringing. The deep-toned bell peals out across the Bridge
Club Thursday evening. There
the Sta,e £choo‘ fOr port.
This
kind
of
weather
will
make
peo
waves.
William Kennedy was dinner gue st
Miss Mabel Oxton who is caring for
were two tables.
pie
think
they
will
never
get
their
*
w
»rnlng
note
of
rocks
and
watery
of F. O. Hilt Wednesday.
Miss Mary Armstrong, daughter of Mrs. Emma Frohock in Rockland, and
Mrs Willis Adams returned to
icc.
as
there
has
been
no
chance
yet.
Por
p
JXg"
;
ships
and
men
they
He
ln
Mrs. F O. Hilt and Mrs. R. T. Ster
Beverley, Mass , Thursday with Mr Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong Mrs. W. W. Gregory recently called on
wait.
ling called on Mrs W. C. Dow at Mr. Hanna at New Harbor always I
of Winchester, Mass., and Friendship, their sister. Mrs Nellie Perrv
fills
two
large
Ice
houses
to
sell
to
** driven on the gale the harbor they and Mrs. Brainerd Adams and will
Portland Wednesday.
E. H. Perry has been in Lewiston
make her home there for the present. has left Skidmore College to prepare
the
summer
people
and
he
also
has
]
would make,
Once again we are all on our feel
Beverly Simmons who was recently for her wedding in the summer to for a few days.
several
cottages
lo
supply
at
the
Alert,
and
faithful
to
hts
trust
and able to go out and get a breath Point here and at the beach. He , Si’ duty's sacred honor to protect.
Mrs Annie Rokes spent Wednesday
operated on at Knox Hospital ls mak- Richard Wilder, Harvard '33, son of
1 TElP loTYPlv llfftl thru lew lras*nwr tela/
of good fresh air.
lighthouse keeper tried and ; ing very satisfactory recovery. The Mrs. Solon Wilder of Gardner. Ma-s., with Mrs. Ernest Perrv.
i
comes as far as the station twice a The lonely
true;
P O. Hilt, A. W Hathorn and W week.
Mr. and Mrs Percy Ftske attended ,
stitches were removed last Wednes- and Friendship.
| Maintains his mighty vigil through.
R. Hilt were in Portland Wednesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emerson
Simmons
are
the
funeral
of
Mrs
Piske's
mother.
• • • •
I day.
• • • •
afternoon and attended the auto show
Ere breaks the dawn upon the dark
visiting Mr and Mrs. Roscoe Colla Mrs. Vestina Ulmer in Thomaston
Matinicus Rock
ened pall
for an hour to look over the new cars
more in Bremen.
Wednesday.
School Notes
1
Upon
the
keeper's
listening
ear
there
On the air again after thc storm
Mr. and Mrs. Thaver Sterling were
Word was received here last Thurs
A
sound
"that
fills
his
heart
with
fear
J
Pupils
neither
tardy
nor
absent
—
and
what
a
storm!
We
sure
did
in Portland Thursday afternoon and
T gave them all the 'third degree*.. and then picked Plymouth**
WEST ROCKPORT
and gloom—
last term were: Paul York, Irene day of the death of Mrs. Alvaie Car
attended the funeral services for Mrs get a washing. The sea broke a signal
gun roars out Its dismal boom, j Rackliff, Joseph Godfrey and Ken- ter Prior of Bremen, after a short
through
the
door
of
Second
Assistant
Hazel D. Neilson, late ol Cape Eliza
because we've engineered out
E RE all thinking of safe
Several cases of grippe and severe
illness from pneumonia. Surviving
Those neither relatives
Ball and flooded their kitchen, de : With Steady hand he times the flash-1 neth Drinkwater.
beth.
ty these days. As Lieuten the txcttt H eight.
ln town are her pirents Mr. colds are prevalent here. Donald Tol
ing
light,
i
tardy
nor
absent
this
month:
Irene
stroyed
outhouses,
tore
down
a
Milton Philbrcol: of Westbrook. Mr
ant Anderson says: “It's a nice
Also, it's a ribralionlett Six ...
oui ni?hV pen*lrUt th* treacher-| Rgckufle, Edgar Post. Joseph Ood- and Mrs. Oeorge Carter, and strips. man and family. Mrs. Leman Oxton.
and Mrs. W. C. Dow. sons Byron nnd water tank that held thousands of
Mrs Dwight Wotton. Mrs. Robert Harold Heald and Mrs. Robert Heald
feeling to have a safety-steel body
with that smoothness which pat
frey
and
Marie
Allard
:
gallons
or
water,
broke
the
rails
and
Wtth
strong
and
measured
stroke
the
Richard of Portland were callers here
Mrs Carl Simmons and Miss are among the recent number.
between you and tbe other fel
bell tolls on.
ented Floating Power engine
Pupils listed on the honor roll this Lash,
tore up walks. It moved one shed Deeplte
Saturday.
The installation of officers of Mt
Aletha Carter, and a brother, W.
thc angry sea. the wind, the
low's carelessness."
mountings alone give.
full
of
coal
three
feet
or
more,
and
term:
Kenneth
Drinkwater.
Roberta
gloom, tbe storm.
We are sorry for the families ol
Pleasant Grange was held Friday eve
Scott Carter.
But safety's just ont feature you
No wonder Lieutenant Anderning of lari week. Pioneer Grange of
Franc ts Philbrook and Edward Ross stove a hole in another one, smashed The 8torm King Bed—night turned to 8immons, Joseph Godfrey and Marie
Allard.
get in a Plymouth ... so let's pass
son'iooked at All Three"... and
East Union doing the work. Mrs.
of Owl's Head who were found dead the hen pen, broke cellar windows
day—
and
water
pipes.
Washed
rocks
ln
Those
receiving
from
90
to
100
per
TREMONT
over hydraulic brakes and the
A battered ship rode safely In the bay;
decidedthat Plymouthoffersmore
Mary Saunders of East Union attend
in the cabin of their fishing boat at
I Rejoice! the grateful anthem cent ln Arithmetic are: Marie Allard,
rigid-X frame.
for the money. Try it yourself.
ed the Installation and spent the
Matinicus. victims of coal gas. F the slip so large the donkey engine Rejoice
swell;■ ... ,,... ... ...
Simmons, Joseph uvu..
Godfrry,
had to be started to clear It out ,
. Roberta «»»uuu>u>,
CJ,
Work began last week at the Un weekend with Mrs Oeneva 'Colla
O. Hilt knew them well and sympa The waves rolled up to the keeper's |
4-DOOR SEDAN NOW $40 LESS
In Plymouth you get a big, fulld the belt"
8 *' 1 *
*nd p^i York and Kenneth Drinkwater. derwood factory putting up clams.
more.
thizes with members of the families. door and between seas he had to
lour-Door Sedan |444, Convert
sized car ... tolidly built! You get
• • • •
The third and fourth grades arc
Thomas
E.
Dodge
celebrated
his
While
plowing
snow
during
the
re

The Hills can remember Charles keep thc shovel and broom going to j
ible Coupe $464, Rumble Seat
a 70-horsepow'cr engine ... a
.. _ .
studying about the Eskimo, and some 92d birthday Jan. 29 He Is in pos- cent storm Vesper Hall of Rockville
Dyer's pet cat Bobbie, mentioned in clear away rocks, ashes and driftCoupe
Business Coupe
"performin' fool" on the road,
fg lwca
very attractive posters have been! session of the gold headed cane broke his truck and it was consigned
last Tuesday's issue of The Courier- wood from the door.
$495. All prices f. o. b. factory.
yet mighty easy on your purse,
!
Heavy sea running here made along that line.
awarded by the Boston Post to thc to Neels Lofman's shop where repairs
Gazette. Mrs. Hilt tells us about
Matinicus Island and Criehaven and snowing hard; fog signal in opBilly. Jack and Nlckie Snow have oldest person tn the town.
the time Bobbie fell into the cistern also got their share, and much raD°n, and sea going over top ot oil , returned to their home in Connecti- | Marston Lunt's house burned at were made.
Mrs Henry Lamson is visiting in
end Dyer fished him out. So Bobbie damage was done there
house hascarried doors away, tom | cut. We are sorry to lose our little McKinley last Tuesday There was Boston and vicinity.
has passed out of the picture He
We< hear that Charlie Anderson shingles off hen houses, flooded boat school friends.
no insurance.
Mrs. Veda Brown was absent from
was a cute cat with the prettiest ol who is fishing on the Wooden Ball house, smashed windows and carried
The school sends greetings to our
AND ur F. O. R. FACTORY • SOLD BY F.212 DESOTO, DODOE AND CHRYSLER DEALERS
The lobster fishermen lost a good
black suits.
. lost his boat, but was able to save waUt awa>' from sllP The keeper third grade pupil. Beverly Simmons, many traps during the recent storm her duties as teacher last week be
Last week as we got our letter reach'! the engine.
| »nd assistant saved 20 gallons of al- who has been at Knox Hospital for an and gale. Charles Harding lost cause of illness, and Mrs. Leola Mann
substituted
we made mention about the weather
The storm certainly gave us some cohol and 10 gallons were washed appendix operation.
Wore than 20 of his.
The health nurse was at the school
fant daughter were callers Wednes
man working up a storm, and he sure excitement on here. If not so pleas away.
Lila Thompson who left last term
APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs.
Leslie
Rich
and
her
mother
day at A. O. Pitman's
The workmen who finished up here to enter the Rockland schools is Mrs. Hettie Stanley entertained the in this place Thursday examining the
ly mad? It snappy, showing no pai- ant.
children, also weighing and measur
tialtty all along the New- England
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and Mrs. Hazle
Glad to hear Mr. Benson has re Jan. 24, left Wednesday for Port missed here.
Mr and Mrs. O. W. Currier were
ladies' aid last week with 19 present. ing them.
coast. The storm came full blast with turned to the station after being 111 land.
The primary children have been
guests at Stanley’s Wednesday eve Perry visited the school at the vil
Mrs.
Helen
Richardson
of
Portland
Misses
Bernice
and
Grace
Parker
J.
M.
Lothrop
has
been
transferred
all the quirks and kick ups imagin and at home for a week. Also
lage Thursday afternoon.
making valentines to decorate the is spending some time here with her
ning.
able. the worst in years. Not much pleased to read ln the lighthouse to Sequin Light Station and C. M. room. They already have some very j father Thomas Dodge and her sister entertained the Tuesday Club last
Sympathy ls expressed for Mrs.
A. H S. played Liberty High bas
week.
Dalzell
to
Egg
Rock
SUtion.
damage was done here but we got the column items from the new stations
attractive ones around the black- Mrs. Addie Norton,
ketball team at Liberty Tuesday eve Addie Robbins in the loss by fire of
full force of the sea. and some of our that have come on the air. Nash
boards
1 Mrs. Chester Sawver entertained
Governor Roosevelt savs he will ning. score IS to 8 in favor of A H. 8 her home in Burkettvllle.
rew thingies were ripped off from the Lsland. let us hear from you often,
Poem books have been made by the Bass Harbor Bridge Club at her keep every campaign pledge. Well,
WALDOBORO
Earl Oriffln was overnight guest of
Friends of James Morse are glad
signal house. Other than that we are also Baker's .Island. We are glad
_____
pupils of grades 4. 5. 6 and 7, and in home last Tuesday evening. Miss thev said he'd do something radical Laurence Moody last Tuesday.
to see him about again after his re
Prank, that you like your r.ew sta
sound as ever.
Telephones have been Installed ln them ye have a collection of some of I Margaret Closson had highest score, —Southern Lumberman
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry and in cent accident.
Silver Anniversary Week is being tion.
Mr. iMcClure cf Criehaven is ill. the residences of Mrs. Katherine
celeoratfd at Keith's Theatre. Mr
William C. Dow holds a ticket which Best wishes Mac. that you will soon Mack. John W. Palmer and at thc
store of Wendall J Blanchard.
Is 25 years old. Mrs. Dow bouzht two be around again.
Mrs. Harold Perry was hostess to
We hope that Mr. and Mrs. Dal
tickets fcr the opening of the theatre
Die 401 Club Thursday afternoon at
25 years ago but for some reason zell and >on like their new station her
home on Main street.
failed to use one of them. This tick"! on Egg Rock.
The annual Installation of officers
Best
regards
to
all
the
boys.
will be honored Friday evening whei.
of Wiwurna Chapter, O ES . will be
Mrs. Dow with a party of friends
held this Tuesday evening Worthy
members of the Good Timers Club
Squirrel Point
Orand Matron Sarah Shaw of Bath
will be guests of the mananement of
This ls the keeper's first letter to I will be in charge of the work
the theatre. Portland Head women the Guardians of Our Coast.
Harold Perry. Albert Benner, Amos
seldom get out in thc evening, and
We receive the paper and it is very Achorn. Clarence Woodbury and Wil
this will be a great treat for them.
interesting, giving items of all our mont Davis were among those who
brother light keepers and thetr fami attended the automobile show ln
lies. Some we know and others we Portland lari. week.
Seguin Light
not. but like to read all the let- ' Mrs. Winfield Davis has been In
Jan 29. We are inside and looking do
ters.
Thomaston, called by the illness of
out at the storm. It has been snow
W? like our station and enjoy her daughter Mrs. Verne Achorn.
ing most of the time for the past two crossing
the river which is very
Mrs P. O. Cadieu Is guest of rela
days and the sea has been a raging pleasant at all times. The writer
mass of water. There has been n has been here seven years the com tives in Bangor.
A handkerchief shower was recent
continuous sprav going over El!wood'< ing spring and has made four trips
Rock which hides it completely and daily across It and never had any ly given Noble Orand Mrs. A. L.
when the sea strikes Pond Island the trouble, summer or winter. It has Shorey by the members of Oood Luck
Lodge in honor of her 20th ’
spray flies high into the air, making a been real enjoyment as he is a Rebekah
wedding anniversary.
handsome picture for surf admirers thorough boatsman and knows the
Mr and Mrs. J. T. Oay were in ,
At high tide the sea came up under .sea.
Portland Friday and Saturday.
the boathouse and up through the
The dwelling is rather small tc
Little Dorothy Spear ts visiting her
floor inside Thc men were unable to accommodate the company we have uncle and aunt Mr and Mrs. Irving
get out to the station boat yesterday. to visit the station sometimes.
Spear in Warren
Fred Morong is no?' awaiting a
Last summer there were several
Mr. and Mrs. Vertna A. Stahl. Mr. !
chance to get ashore although it will young people swam across the river and Mrs Irving A. Home. Miss Car
probably be two or three days before Srom thc Phippsburg side to the rie B Stahl of Portland and Jasper
the sea goes down.
station, including one young lady, J Stahl of Pottstown. Pa., have been
Recent reports from Popham Beach Miss Lucy Moran, our new summer In town, called bv the Illness and
6tate that several cottages have been resident. They spent several hours death of their father. Capt. A. F.
damaged in the storm.
j with the keeper's daughters Florence Stahl
! and Julia.
The Susannah Wesley Society was
The lighthouse tender Hickory is pleasantly entertained at the home of
Hood Island
to be launched at 12.15 Feb. 9 from Mrs Henrv K. Crowell Monday aft
This is Wood Lsljnd broadcasting, the Bath Iron Works. The keeper
ernoon. There were 16 members and
cr what there is lefv of it.
hopes to witness the launching, as
We have just experienced one af he has had an invitation from Com guests present.
Mrs. Verna Little, R. N„ Is In Port
the most terrible seas we have seen mander Vroom. USN, who is staland caring for Mrs. Earl Benner, who
in our eight years at thus lighthouse j tioned at this plant.
ls recovering from a successful oper
• • • •
Sometimes the mighty ocean wawr.
ation at the State Street Hospital.
washed right into tbe middle of thc
Burnt Coat Harbor
Mrs. William G Labe was hostess to
lawn. The boat slip Is broken in
Mrs. Charles Bunts was recently the Bridge Club Thursday evening.
J-Jecrs leaving us with no landing
Mrs. Harold Clark held honors for
Odc of Napolenn’s soldiers toje to fame on the “Burn
a caller on Mrs. Chandler.
for the rest of the winter
The heavy storm of! Jan 27-28 highest score. Mrs. L. T. Weston will
ing Oven" trick. A roaring tire wi, built in an oven
Thc plank walks enrout" tn the
entertain at the next meeting
...the temperature rose to 600’ F. Into the oven
l'oathouse were thrown back about 2i did not do much damage here, but
Mr and Mrs Ernest Moodv are
sorry to hear Lhat it did at
feet and the rocky places that they we were
walked the "fire king," M. Chabert, carrying several
stations and along the coast.! receiving congratulations on thc birth
crossed were entirely washed out. A other
raw steaks. A few minutes later the doors were Aung
Thc lobster fishermen lost some of i of a daughter at Rockland. Feb. 1—
500-pound boulder was picked up and their traps and many others were Anne Welt Moody.
wide and out he stepped... safe and sound... with
parked right in the pathway.
ri fnr
----------------------damaged, making it hard
for fhrrn
them at
as I
the steaks thoroughly cooked.
At this writing the sea has calmed lobsters are so scarce and low priced.
NORTH
CUSHING
some, but to change the subject a
Lobster smack Willard Daggett of
EXPLANATION t
tough snow storm is now on.
Portland and the Gulf Oil boat
Edward Venner with his mother
Heat rises. When Chabert entered the oven he hung
pas;ed this station Feb. 2.
and sister Alice went to North An
Pemaquid Point
• • • »
the steaks above the fire, in the center of the oven,
dover. Mass., last Wednesdav night to
"The Burning Oven" is an old illusion
essary heat treatment. But remember
Jan. 27. A terrible storm and'
then dropped to the floor at the tiJe, covering his head
Little River
get Mrs. Vermer. The elder Mrs.
which
has
played
a
leading
role
in
ciga

that heat treatment never makes cheap,
blowing a living gale. The surf
with a hood made from his shirt. He breathed through
Mrs. Corbett's father Roscoe John Venner was called here to care for
rette
advertising.
Its
modern
name
is
sounds frightful and is smashing up
inferior
tobacco good. It is not in heat
Miss
Alice
who
has
been
ill.
small air holes in the floor. When the steaks were
against the locks. Plenty of people son was at one time keeper of Libbv
“Heat Treatment.”
Wilder Sherman who has been 111
treatments, hut in more costly tobacco
Island
Light
and
of
this
station.
cooked
he
threw
back
the
hood,
grabbed
the
steaks,
and
around and there have been more
several months, died last Thursday
explanation: All cigarette manufac
and fine blending, that Camels find
stepped out in triumph.
than 20 cars here today, people
1 morning Funeral services were held
watching the surf. Well they can. 1|
turers use the heat-treating process.
their appealing mildness and flavor.
Monday at 2 o'clock.
don't care to; the roar of thc sea is,
Cheap, harsh, raw tobaccos require
Mrs. Amanda Grafton died sud
enough for me.
denly last Wednesday at the home of
It Is a fact, well known by
intensive processing under high tem
Jan. 29. The sea and surf have
her daughter In South Warren.
peratures. Thc more expensive tobac
leaf tobacco exports, that
gone down considerably since yes- '
1 'Mrs. Ida Smith who has been ill Is
terday, but it is bad enough even I
Camels are made from Anar,
cos, which arc naturally mild, call lor
now improving.
now. It seems good to have the mail I
Mrs. Ada Lufkin entertained the
only
a
moderate
application
of
heal.
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
brought right to the door regard- I
Variety Club at the home of Mrs. Nel
any other popular brand.
The first Camol cigarette was manu
less of weather. But Jimmie, our I Now They Are Praising Lydia lie Benner last Wednesday evening
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
mailman does some slipping around I
factured under thc heat-treating process.
Mrs. Edith Young and Miss Helen
in his old flivver sometimes around]
Compound
You sense this quality in thc mildness
Killeran recently visited Mrs Edi
Every one of the billions of Camels
thc Point here. We have kept in
Marshall in Rockland.
...
thc distinctive flavor... of Camels.
produced since has received thc ncctouch with all the news about the
Miss Evelyn Stevens was overnight
Morc
costly tobaccos and a matchless
storm over the radio, also heard tlie
guest of Miss Feme Benner last
news about Matinicus Rock Light.
blend tell the story of Camel leader
Wednesday and visited Thomaston
Today is Sunday and it has been
High School Thursday.
ship in public confidence.
spitting snow almost ail day. No
Harry Young is hauling wood for
Try Camels. Judge them critically.
surf now. ail gone down, but there
H. E. Smith from hts Rockport wood
have been three cars from Damaris
Compare them with others for mild
lot.
cotta here to see the surf. Have
Mrs. Nellie Benner has been assist
ness, for throat-ease, for good taste.
also seen two tramp steametj go by.
ing Mrs. Charles Sherman this week
Key your taste to quality! Camels conic
Jan. 30. It looks like rain, but I ]
Mrs. Arlene Spaulding and two
guess we will take a chance and gel I
to you fresh and cool...in thc air-tight,
children
of
Rockland
spent
Wednes

the washing out. I wonder if all the [
dav with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
welded Humidor Pack that keeps
men at the Lights dislike to see the
H. E. Smith.
dryness outside and freshness inside.
tubs around as much as Mr Elwell
Copyrtiht. 1933. B J. Reynold! Tobacco Company
does. In the summer months the
“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
CLARK ISLAND
laundryman front Bath calls here and pound helps me wonderfully. I took It foi
gets the washings wilh others front nerves and It quieted and strengthened
the cottages. Some of the Asher-I me. I have good natural color now and a
Mrs. May N Richards lias rcmen have been out around today. | better appetite.’’—Mrs. Lulu Cronin, 2939 ! turned to her homc after spending
It seems good to have the sea stop! 131st Point Place, Toledo, Ohio.
j four weeks visiting friends In Massroaring. Tonight we are passing the
“I am forty-seven years old. I have been achusctts.
evening doing a Jig saw puzzle. suffering from terrible headaches and
Called eight bells.
Japan. altho facing a huge deficit,
nervousness. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
Every one of thc natives about here table Compound surely Is helping me.”— has adopted thc largest budget tn thc
ls III from colds and under the doc Mrs. C. Richards, 870 Coney Island Ave., history of thc nation. 80 here's
tor's care. Little Ernestine, daugh Brooklyn, New York.
another country that has become
Get a bottle from your druggist today. thoroughly westernized. -Judge
ter of iMr. and Mrs. Freeman Geyer,

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Believe me,

I

want

a

Car that’s Safe!"

W

PLYMOUTH SIX *495

It’s fun to be fooled

...it’s more fun to KNOW

NERVOUS WOMEN
FIND RELIEF

NO TRICKS

JUST COSTL/RR
TOBACCOS

IN

A

MATCHIF5S

BLEND

Every-Other-Day
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Page Six

are players of repute The solo
STATE OF MAINE
WARREN
ROCKPORT
"Abide With Me,” by Mrs. Lydia
Advertisement! ln this column not to
Storer of Rocklund was an appreciat
The Congregational ladles circle
When the members of the Johnson
three Hues Inserted once for 25
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Cyrus Newbert who will visit him fet „
Beulah Staples of Cambridge, Mass., i untl) following an enjoyable period
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was recently appointed consul at upon her Sunday on their way to the latter a reminder of the national Mr.s. Diana Haskell, and Mrs Mary
WHITE GOLD GLASSES In blue case | Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette,
Algiers. Africa. He and his family Stcckton Springs to attend the hclidays coming this month. In the Mccre. The paper. "Origin of bl. lost, between Junior High and Haven- | The charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
center was a large birthday cake bear- Valentine's Day," will be prepared by er s store. Finder Tel, ROCKLAND 1167 of three lines. 50 cents for three Inserhave left for that city.
16*18 tions. Larger ad prices on application.
funeral of her sister Mi's. Ralph ing three tall candles representing Mis. Alena Starrett. and a valentine
Phone 770.
Miss Harriet Burgess has returned Staples.
Lincoln's and Washington's birthdav party will be held.
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Kenneth Dow. son of Mr. and Mrs. Strout this Tuesday evening for re- ytars the society has been in exist- evening at I OO F hall given undnr ofllce.
Strand or Park Theatres
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Albert Dow of Detroit, was buried . hearsal.
erce. Favors were dainty valentines auspices of Mystic Rebekah Lodge,
Boards for a partition. Id like some
from Stanley R Cushing’s undertak
Mr. and Mrs. James Robinson of enclosed in napkin.-; folded as en and Die order netted $24 from the rt— — — — — — — — — — — — — — B boards to build a purtltlon. Will trade
for
an awning or truck cover. Write
ing rooms Sunday. Rev H. S. Kil- Salem. Mass., are guests of Mr and velopes. Mrs. Torrey was assisted in supper nnd the plays. Parts in the »
»
ROCKLAND AWNING CO. 15 Willow
bum officiated.
Mrs. William Hall, Hyler street.
I entertaining by Mrs Lillian Keller.
two-act farce, "His Butler's Wife"
St.. City_________________________ 14*10
Miss Mabelle Brown who spent the
Miss Phyllis Watson, Irene Smith
Mrs. Beulah Blakely and Mrs. Rita were taken by Edwin Kenrick. Earl
Will trade for anything that offers—
weekend here returned to Portsmoutr. and Herbert Smith motored to Port Crozier who accompanied little Pa Mcare. Miss Hilda Aspey. Miss Annie
four nearly new 30x3‘.> tires, tubes,
POSITION as chef or order cook want- j rims. Have also a 2-horse wagon and a
Monday.
land last Tuesday, being accompanied tricia Blakeley to Boston for treat- Starrett. Parker Starrett. Donald I P(/Vefe^ncM°
r^r ^°p^ry. 2-horse sled Extra good condition.
Mr. ar.d Mrs Dawson Brewer went by Miss Watson's friends Eleanor and ment at the Children’s Hospital will Ward cf Thomaston. Mrs. Shirley orace st.. city.
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to Stockton Springs Friday to attend ' Bertha Stone.
like to trade groceries for a 6-cvllnder
remain for a visit of several days Bcwley and G. A. Aspsv. The other j young
r.-urutru
the funeral of Mrs. Brewer’s sister
Following is the personnel of the with friends in Massachusetts.
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as new. for a quantity of wood or
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Picnic dinner at noon, and members Harper, Beatrice Haskell, Virginia held a valentine party next Fridav Mrt. Gertrude Hahn and the makeup 1
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MAN wanted with auto to handle our
are requested to take dishes and sil Walker; cello. Ralph Davis; eb saxo- , evenin'? fc’lowing trie reyuiar inc
wa; very capably taken care of by line of goods In Rockland and surround
Will exchange your Grain and f eed
ver.
phone. Aaron Clark; bass. Herbert ing. A meek wedding will be one of Mrs. W. R. Foster of Thomaston. ing towns. A good opportunity for a
subject to our count and Inspec
The i 'rv.ee at the Baptist Church [ Everett; first clarinet. Joseph Pa; the attractions on tlie program. Little Dorothy Tibbetts, daughter of man who can adapt hlmselt In selling sacks
the consumer a line of household neces ts nand tree from holes for our High
Sunday evening, at which there was quin; second clarinets. Luther Olld- Members are asked to wear cld-fash- Mr. and Mr Austin Tibbetts of Roek- sities.
A small bond and references re Grade Poultry Stock und Dulry Feeds.
We offer you MORE FOR LESS" at all
but a small attendance, was entirely 1 den. Florence MacMillan; cornets, ietied or ludicrous costumes and to in'd in11' 111mi i ■ I 1 wo . ikk*i'l 11 i,* '.in ' qulred.
GRAND
UNION
pcriornu.1 two .pecullle.s
ill Jo 241 Address
Congr,M
st .Portland.
Maine, TEA times. Highest quality feeds at lowest
worth while. Twenty members of the : Charles Montgomery: horns. Edward take whatever they wish for the sur lanu.
STOVERS
CASH
ORAIN
cc tunic, a tap dance and a Chinese
n-ie rices.
I ittle Symphony Orchestra per j Hayes; trombone. Ralph Jackson; prise luncli which will b? served st dance
TORES. DISTRIBUTORS tor STOVER
She was accompanied
by
» FEED
MFG CO on track at 86 Park St.
formed, and in a very conscientious baritone. Charles Robinson: drums. the c’.csc.
Mbs Irene Young, pianist of ThomasTel. 1206
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manner interpreted the music of the Levi Flint; piano. Vera Robinson.
Mrs Ida Ingraham of Camden was ten Members of the committee thank
The following pupils were not ab- guest Saturday at the home of Capt all for their hearty co-cperation in ♦
old masters and modem writers of
melody. The members of this or sent or tardy for the first half of the and Mrs Ernest Torrey.
4
making these plays a success.
chestra who come from near and far school year: Grade four, Clarence
The sophomore cla's of the High
Funeral services fcr Francis Keat- I
Morse, Lizzie Tuttle. Alma Leach. Echcol will* hold a social and dance ing were held Friday afternoon from
ONE ROOM and kitchenette furnished
and lighted. 46 per week V F 82* — — — — — — — — — — —
Walter Henry, Maxine Chapman: V.'edncsday evening at Town hall.
his late heme at East Warren. Pet heated
STUDLEY.
283 Main 8t Tel. 1080
grade five. Carl Peters; grad' six.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Wood of Belfast Hcward A. Welch officiating. Tht ‘ ___________________________________
F W MANN bone grinder for hand
13-tf
Kathleen Anderson,. Inland Over- rnd Mrs. Biantho Brown of Thomas bearers were E B Clark. Clifford
power or one-half h p motor for sale;
BOARD
and
room,
with
use
of
bath.
also
Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg. self
lock; grade seven. Howard Anderson: ton were visitors Sundav at the hom< Spear. living Soear and Ralph Miller 46 per week. 12 LISLE 8T , City 14-16
turning trays. Queen Incubator. 350 egg;
grad.' eight. Belle Coates, Cleora Cun- uf Mr. and Mrs. O. P Jackson.
two
brooder stoves. 500 cluck size.
Interincpt was at the Leonard cnme- 1 FIVE ROOM tenement to let. ull mod
don.
'•ARION WILLIAMS
15 Fluker St..
The Twentieth Century Club will tery.
ern. hot water heat and garage Applv Tliomastun
• • • •
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Jcsef Vir.al and Vtrnun Packard
ning at the Methodist Church with
PRESSED hay und straw fur sale, will
Lumber Yard Fire Cheeked
who spent a few days last week a; i FURNISHED APARTMENT of three ' deliver
In truck load lots Write or Tel,
Between 9 and 10 o'clock Saturday » banquet at 6.30 followed by an en their respective homes here, returned I rooms to let st 49 Pleasant St. Adults for prices
J. F BRYANT. Thorndike,
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock
night fire was discovered in the lum tertainment under the direction ol Saturday to the University of Maine only.
15*23
St_________________________________ 16*18 Me
Miss
Marion
Weidman.
Each
member yard of Capt. Isaac E. Archibald
Those fioin Warren who attended ! FOUR room unfurnished upa______
wood and Junks under
on 8chool street It was noted aboul btr is privileged to invite a guest
tlie Knox and l.imerock Valley j w t«t range, connected with boiler. 85 I cover. $8 T J CARROLL Tel. 263-21
ur 739-M
the same time by William Newbert
Mrs. Kora Fanner und Miss M:u- Pimcna Saturday at Pioneer Grange week without garage, and $5.50 with I ___________________________________
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garage
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St _
and a Miller boy of Wadsworth street garet Ht liter have returned to thei’ ir. L.t l Union were Miss Bertha Tel.
Quaker Baled Poultry Litter Some
1080
14-tf
in tlie
the Russell Gray teaching duties at High School fo’- Stcrer. Mrs. Jesre Mills, Mr.s R. E
thing better that ls beneficial to your
and a woman rn
STORE and equipment to let. West land and the best poultry litter for
house on Hyler street. The Miller lowing several weeks of illness.
emhors Cutting. Mrs. Mina Rines. Mrs. Mar- ! end Market. Thomaston. $15 month hens and chicks on the market A cir
John
_____
A valentine social for all inemDcrs (ha Kal]o;;h Mr and
grocery store location for 50 years V. cular on request. No waste Very low
boy and
the______
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toi latter calling McDonald's drug of the Baptist Sunday School will be Mr. .
uu Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood,
------ Mrs P. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 108014-tf ln price Bales or tons Used and en
and
dorsed by Maine Experiment Station.
store. The fire apparatus was soon the attraction at the ^y
garah Starrett. Mr and Mrs. Judson
APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block We also Just received car baled shav
there and the men are-given great evtning cf Feb 14 A program, game- Bfnnfr Mr and Mr$ Rerbert Wa]u MRS.
B B. SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel. 264 ings STOVERS CASH GRAIN STORES.
praise by Capt. Archibald for the and a general good time
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Mr and Mfs
Jameson and Prfd
1-tf DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
MFO CO on track at 86 Park St, Rock
manner in which they did their work
Mr and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of Lcnncx. the latter receiving the fifth
HEATED apartments, all modern, four land Tel. 1200
14-16
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN Si ROCK
The fire originated in the upper shed Rcckland spent Sunday at the home or Pomona degree.
g machine 815. Call
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
14-tf
of a number which had been erected of his mother Mrs. Katherine M
at C M P Service building. Union and
Mrs. Clarence Peabody is ill.
Willow Sts
AUSTIN GARDNER
Tel.
to shield the stock from the weather Dunbar.
Ellis Spear 3d returned to Newton
74-M_____________________________ 15-17
The fire when first discovered was a
MUs Earls Ballard was at home Centre Wednesday of last week, hav
LUMP soft coal. 87 50; screened. 89 50;
small blaze but the building its en- ftom University of Maine over the ing been overnight guest of Levi
hard coal. 813 50: coke 810.50. J B.
tire length was soon a mass of flames, weekend. She returned Sunday night Boggs Tuesday.
PAUIAEN Tel Thomaston 84-2
12-tf
It contained a carload of shingles and making the trip with Mr. and Mrs
For Sale—Value- Under our plans of
Maurice Watts and crew will start rt — — — — — — — — — — — — — — E
several thousand feet of boards of r h. Bryant of Bangor and Delmont cutting ice on North Pond tomorrow
MORE FOR LESS one farmer has been
NEW YORK Talior. cor. Main and buying
hls feed for 23c per bag. Let us
best quality for finish, and joist. The Ballard of D. of M. who came down morning. The ice which now meas Summer Sts Alterations, cleaning and tell
you how you can do the same to
pressing
Suits
to
order
817
50.
______
8-tf
building was destroyed and the lum- to yoend Sundav at the Ballard home ures 11'u inches is expected to be
day We have Just what you want to
ber badly damaged. Thc loss on the
Sunday evening service at the a foot thick by tomorrow. Besides
NOTICE Seized at Rockland Me.. Nov offset LOW MILK PRICES and 15 CENT
MORE FOR LESS FEEDS"
1932. for violation of Sec 459 of EGGS
building and stock is estimated at Eaptist Church was in charge of the Ma’.jrb'' Watts' FradVta^ett^May- 20th.
TA 1930. the boat Virginia number made fresh while you wait for 5 bag lots
$2000 with no insurance
ycUngp?cple and included an Ulus- aard Crcam(,r' and Edward' Davis A-9858 said to be owned by John Davis or more
MORE FOR LESS Chick
ol Boothbay Harbor. Me . any person Starter 8150; Scratch Feed 8110. Egg
The fire is thought to be of in- trated lecture on “Gospel of Labor in W[1, b enipioved
mash
with
oil
81 38 per bag. 20 per
claiming
this
property
must
appear
at
cendiary origin. The parties who Eallasore." abo an illustrated hymn
• - •
....
Fine
the Customs office at Rockland Me . file cent dairy feed 8108 per bag
first saw the blaze agree that it wa* "This Is Mv Father's World.’ M's.
claim and give bond within twenty days granulated sugar this week 84 20 per 100
Ivy Chapter Installation
from Feb 7th. 1933. otherwise the prop lbs. Flours 43c per hag up We can
small but in a few minutes the en- peine Whitney was the leader. The
will be forfeited to the Government. solve your feed problems today and
tire shed was aflame, the fire running j actcr p;v. G F. Currier was at the
A very pleating ceremony took erty
J Oz
every day You can balance your feed
F M HUME. Collector of Customs
place
Friday
evening
at
Ivy
Chapter.
the
length'
of
the
building
Evidence
■west
Rockport
Church.
____________________________
Feb 7-14-25 budget here and bank the difference.
Tin
CASH ORAIN STORES. DIS
that gasoline or a similar substance
Mayrard Graffam was at home C.E.S.. when the elected officers were
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock STOVERS
for STOVER FEED MFG
orders TRIBUTORS
X
had been poured over the top of the jrom Cas'.in? Normal Schoolover < duly installed by Mrs. Grace Wyllie. land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall
CO. on track at 86 Park St , Rockland.
Tel.
519-J.
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES
Tel 1200__________________________ 16-lg
lumber was shown by some shingles ty,e weekend
setiring matron and Chester Wyllie,
14-tf
l.gc Can
where the oil had not burned. Capt
jgjgj Dorothy Magune ar.d Robert letiring pation. assisted by Mrs. AiALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tltnea.
lepi
Archibald is not able to motive the Bunt on ol Rcckland were callers 8a'.- zada Simmons as marshal. Mrs. Nettie father and antiques. Call and deliver. Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
14-tf
act and can only suggest* that it was urdav on the former's parents Mr amtEcn. chaplain and Mrs. Carri1 S A MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St
done by someone who wanted to force pr d Mrs R B Magune Miss Ma- Smith, erganiiv tine as'lstants ail Rockland. Me.______________ 136*10tt
—
WHEN you are planning to sell your
him out of business. He and Mrs. guop has just completed a thr ’ tnree being past matrons of Ivy chickens
and fowl, callPETER
ED
Archibald, who
ill, are quite nicng>j5' course of instruction at lir Chapter!. The spectators were de WARDS Tel806-J, Rockland
14-tf
wrought up bv the deed. It has childrens Hospital In Portland and lighted with the intricate figures in
naturally awakened fear that an- bas resumcj j,cr nurse's training a* tiie drills etotcially the forming of
other attempt may be made The Krox Rosp-tal.
the letters O E S. and the placing ot Mirs Beatrice Haskell, the violins
firemen remained all night and ; Mrs A. S Buzzell
Bi____ ..................
- — ’ hands upon the shoulders as the com- accompanied by Mrs. Carrie Smith:
.spent the weekguarded the place A house, mill. e, d with hcr 8l£,er Mls Nancy J pletion of each letter. The offleers: two soprano solos by Mrs. Ruby Kalgarage and storage building of great- -jYibcu
Mrs Gertrude Starrett, worthy ma- lcch accompanied by Mr.s Louie
er value are on the lot. Th? act is
Mr and Mrs. E. E Ingraham were ticn: Elbert Starrett worthy patron; Drewett. and two baritone solos by
being severely condemned.
entertained at dinner Sunday at thc Mr: Resina Buber, associate matron; Charles Wilson aiso accompanied b.v
heme of their daughter Mrs. Leu's Harvey Buber, associate patron: Mrs. Drewett. Remarks were made
“The City Of A Hundred Steeples’’ Cash.
Mis Laura Starrett, secretary; Miss by Rev. Howard A. Welch. G D
A very enjoyable time was reported T< ra MiieCallum. treasurer Mr: Gould, and Mr and Mrs Byron
Victor Hugo called Rouen “th by the young people who attended thc Esther Starrett. conductress; Mis Hurder. retired first officers of Myrtle
City of a Hundred Steeples." but j> y p (j eoelal Friday evening at th Constance MacPhail. associate con Lodge at Holliston, Mass. Lunch wa*
SCR I RED CHICKS, high produc
after you have been there you realize Baptist Church. Oamcs were played ductrefi; Mi
M. Orace Walker, served following the ceremonies.
1 % Lb pig Dunham’s
ing strain. State tested, and accredited
for pullorum disease Write M M KIN
how many other fine phrases could and refreshments served. The com- ! chaplain; Mrs. Alice Mathews, marFranklin told reporters that war NEY Thomaston. Me.. St. Oeorge road.
mittee was Misses Mary and Marion shal; Mrs. Avis Norwood, organist.
Shredded Coconut
have been used to suggest this old Cavanaujh. Ruth Orbeton and Lillian Mis. Hilda Aspey. Adah; Mrs. Grace debts were not his baby. But he it or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14.
10*18
8 C R I Red chicks three years state
Ncrman center Situated on the main Whitney.
1 c.n Moist Coconut
Wyllie, who will be installed later, the guy that’s going to have to get up accredited,
prices 15c to 12c each ac
routes from the Channel ports to
The Carnival Committee has called Ruth: M’s. Louie Diewett, Esther: and warm the milk for the next year cording to number Chickens are now
Both
the farmer's best bet
Eggs for hatch
Paris, it can be reached by motcr as an important meeting of all its mem Miss Evelyn Sawyer, who will be tn- or so.—Chicago Daily News.
ing. Wi.te for prices E C. TEAGUE.
allcd at a later date Martha; Mrs
l,r
well as train, for the roads are good. bers. the entire senior class of High
Warren. Me Tel 13-42_________ 14-tf
School and their parents for this I ina Smith. Electa; Mrs Effie Hysier
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s Strain S C. Reds.
It is great Mussum town; it has been Tuesday evening at 730 in the High warder: Albert MacPhail. sentinel.
Whereas. Therese V. Withlngton of 8tate accredited for white diarrhoea.
called "the Florence of the North" gChccl building,
Using th? woras of an appropriate Rockland ln the County of Knox and Bred for eggs, type and color. 814 per
of Maine, by her mortgage deed hundrrt for March. Discount on 500
because of its art treasures. Its old
Mrs. Veda Brown has resumed hcr poem, the retiring matron, after pre- 8tate
dated the 4th day of January. 1927. and or more F H WYLLIE St SON. Thom
houses, its memorials of the days teaching duties at the Wet Rocc- renting last years' officers with the recorded tn the Knox Registry of Deeds. aston. Me . Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
when Normandy was the word to con port rchcol after being confined to i beautiful bright red carnation, bad? Book 206 Page 273, conveyed to the ___________________________________ 14-tf
Loan & Building Association,
GET YOUR poultry supplies at Bur
jure with in Europe from England to her heme thc past week from illness. larcwell to them. In behalf of the Rockland
a corporation legally organized and hav bank's
Most complete line of brood
crcler
the
new
matron
Mrs.
Gertrude
Sicily,
give
great
interest
to
the
place,
Her
ron
Neil
remains
ill
and
Ls
being
ing
its
place
of business at said Rock ers. Incubators,
feeders, fountains and
zi\
while the lovers of good cuisine, will cared Ior by Mrs. Jasper McKenney
Stairctl during a candle light service land Knox County, Maine, a certain lot other equipment In Maine E W BUR
or parcel of land with the buildings BANK SEED COi. 19 Free St.. Portland
tarry
till
they
have
eaten
the
famous
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Jones
of
Beech
pretrnted
thc
retiring
matron
and
thereon, situated In Rockland, and ______________ ____________________ 15*17
SUFFOLK BUTTERS
duckling "a la Rouennaise". "sole street are receiving congratulations patron with the jewels of their office. bounded and described as follows:
Appetizing Crackers
S. C. R I. RED Baby Chicks for sale.
Be^nnlng at an Iron bolt on the ex
Normandie", and the equally famous cn the birth ol a .son nt Knox Ho - Numbe. oil the program includtd a tension
of Suffolk St., and on the South Every bird on farm blood tested and
SALTED ... TOASTED snd
"Sucre de Pom me",
pital, Feb. 4
violin duet. Mrs. Louie Drewett and side of a reserve for a street; thence found free from pullorum disease.

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

A New Way to Economy
Russell Newbert of South Gardiner
came Thursday and spent the night
i.s guest of Mr. and Mrs E. K. WinFor Users of Antiseptics chenbach.
Upon his return Friday he
New Vicks Antiseptic Does Everything a Quality Mouth
wash and Gargle Can and Should Do—At
Less Than Half ths Usual Cost
Special Trial Size At Local Drug-I
\ irks Quality, Of Course
gists—a 25 Cent Value For Oi.lv j Quality in keeping with the Vicks
1(1 Cents—While the Limited Sup-} name and reputation is, of course,
maintained in this new product. It
ply Lasts
is the best oral antiseptic Vicks Chem
ises could produce . . . and they were
To the millions who use a mouth-1 aided in their research by the chem
wash or gargle for halitosis (badj ists, bacteriologists, and pharmacolo
breath i, oral hygiene, and other an gists of their 16 allied organizations,
both here and abroad
tiseptic uses—here is news, indeed,
Vicks Voratone is a balanced anti
of unusual savings. The makers of septic. Mild enough for daily us?
Vicks VapoRub have produced a qual without risk to delicate membranes.
ity oral antiseptic — Vicks Vora - Strong enough to do everything an
tone Antiseptic—at actually less than oral antiseptic can and should do. It
half prevailing prices! Tlie regular is designed for all usual uses—in the
size, large 10-ounce bottle—a usual customary way.
76c value—is only 35c.
Vnusual Trial Offer
This answer to the public's problem '
Of course, the only real proof, of its
of antiseptic costs is mad ? possible
by the record low prices of raw ma quality—and its economy—is in
terials, combined with Vicks facilities actual use. To furnish such proof the
for mass production. Born in a de makers have supplied druggists with
pression year and priced accordingly. five million bottles of a special trial
Vicks Vrratone Antiseptic brings a J size at less than cost of manufacture.
new revelation of economy in an Each bottle contains 2‘» ounces—a
article widely accepted as a modern 25c value. The price—while the sup
ply lasts—is only lfc
household necessity.

of tlie members were absent because
of illness.
Percival Pierpont is home from his
There was an old fashioned baked duties at the State Prison in Thomas
bean dinner served to the public in ton caring for an Infected toe.
Masonic dining room Wednesday at
noon.
The international lesson of thc day
The ladies' Guild mt: with Mrs. is that a dtb' settlement to be endurRuth Bovnton last Tuesday. Several ing must be endurable.
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FOR SALE
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19’

WALNUT MEATS . ,
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

MANY USES

Tl IE SUPERIOR KIND

Cream Corn Starch
"

Barter Column

; MISCELLANEOUS J

NATION-WIDE STORES
OUTSTANDING VALUES

Legislative Notices

19

2
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*• EGGS AND CHICKS ♦♦

w

Grape-Nuts
Flakes
CATSUP Ss 19
and receive ANOTHER for 1OC
2» X9‘
— Huy UM

''1

JO.C

AMMONIA
Buy 2 I Qt Bottles

<£

SPLENDID
BRAND

19

J A VEX

and get a Ige bot gtE ACH FREE

Each

HOFFECKER'S BRAND

r-19*

Tomatoes
DOLE No

I—PARADISE ISLE

Sliced Pineapple

l-argo

.

/CRaC

Nc.2*2

DRENCHED IN BUTTER
SCI IUMACIIER XXX

—

Over 100 piceii
lo the pound

Graham Health Flour
THREE CROW BRAND

Both
for

1 4 oz CREAM TARTAR
1 3 Oz BLACK PEPPER

19c

®

■ jrtlb.—

Camay
Soap

r.

Bars

NATION-WIDE—Fancy
10 Oz

Pitted Dates

Calo c°‘f^> Food

Pkg

19c

2 • ■ 19'

the soap of
beautiful women

ir

NATION-WIDE
YELIOW

_

BLUE WRIST CANVAS

Gloves . . . 2

19

ASSORTED STYLES—TAKE YOUR Cl IOICE

PIPES ,
CIGARS

!•••••

NEW ENGLANDER

•

•

•

MEN!
These are good smokes

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

I

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

Grocery Department
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY SPECIALS
FORMOSA OOLONG

TEA
Pound

19c
RED SALMON
Can

BAKER’S COCOA

CONFECTIONERY and BROWN

SUGAR

Ii lb ran—Limited

Pound Package

8c

FILL QUARTS ASSORTED

PICKLES

7c
•

PEACHES
Two Large Cans

15c 19c 25c

Southerly by said extension of Suffolk St.,
elghty-four 184) feet to land formerly
owned by S. L. Hall; thence Westerly by
-aid Hall's land and land belonging to
Dennis Hare ninety-four (941 feet to
land belonging to W E Ingraham:
thence Northerly by said Inrraham s land
elghty-four 1841 feet to a reserve for a
street; thence Easterly by said, reserve
for a street ninety-four (94) feet to the
bounds flrst mentioned, being part of
lots No 50 and 51 on plan of Estate of
Henry Ingraham deceased, drawn by O
H Tripp, ln 1899. together with the
buildings thereon.
For a further description of the same
property see Deed from John N. Ineraham to Dennis Hare. Book 81. Page
444.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage haa been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan Si Building Aesc.latlon claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
Loan Si Building Aasoclatlon has caused
this Instrument to be sealed with Its
corporate seal and signed In Its corpo
rate name by Harry O. Ourdy. its Sec
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this
30th day of January In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three
(Corporate Seal I
ROCKLAND LOAN Si BUILDINO ASS N
By HARRY O. OURDY. Secretary.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
Jan. 30, 1933
Personally appeared the above named
Harry O. Ourdy, Secretary, and made
oath to the truth ol the foregoing notice
of foreclosure, In his capacity.
EDWARD K. OOULD
13-T-19
Justice of the Peace

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves 8wan a Island at 5 3(
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 725.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 93".
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 iu r.
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
130-tf

Breeding stock, good size and color,
extra good laying strain, all eggs used
In Incubator two oz. and over.
Am
booking orders Ior March and April delivery; 1 to 500 814 per 100 500 to 1000
»13 '0®° khd over 812 per 100 Delivered
and guaranteed to be o. k Flock has
been fully accredited for five years. C.
N LIOHT Tel 17-12. Waldoboro
8*19
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will
call any time
Highest prices paid.
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO. 741 Main
St.. Westbrook. Me.
4*27

,

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys made
to fit locks when original keya are
loat. Iloose, Office or Car. Cede
books provide keys for ell lock!
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prlcee

Crie Hardware Co.
WIH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 711

M-tf

FOR SALE
RUUD

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 1. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office

130-

Every-Other-Day
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STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY - FEBRUARY SALE |-.............. —

This Store Does Not Make A Practice of Having Sales
During the Past Decade Such Events Have Been Few Jt Occasioned by Our Regular Feb
ruary Sales Event Jt Our Anniversary Sale Jt and at the Times
We Have Enlarged Our Store Jt Hence

“A STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
SALE IS A REAL COMMUNITY EVENT”
Look at These Prices — Just a Sample of the Hundreds of Bargains We Offer
NOTE THIS GRAND VALUE

REMNANT BARGAINS

COMPLETE $19.5O

THIS FOR $9.95

NEW PARLOR SUITES

A spring filled Mattress for
A beautiful Walnut Bedroom Suite with the new
Venetian Mirrors and splendid workmanship—

$49.50

We are privileged to present an
unusual choice of remnants—
room sizes and less at Lowest
Prices Ever. All Patterns—Ev
ery Room!

25% - 50% Off

$49,50

$9.95. Think that over. It
is the
This ; pcelaeular bargain is rome buy—Maple,
Walnut or .Mahogany. Any *ize—Bed, Spring
and Cotton Mattress. Bed alone formerly priced
at SI4.D5!

greatest

mattress

value we ever offered- A
All the new Coverings in these fins Overstuffed
Suites at this Record Low Price.

Bargain!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

GOODS BOl'GIIT AT THIS SAI-E HELD FOR DELI VERY—STORED FREE.

HOUSEHOLD and ATLANTIC RANGES
NEW ENGLAND’S BEST

$49.50

GOODS BOUGHT AT THIS SALE IIF.LI) FOR DELIVERV—STORED FREE.

THIS SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
-----------------------------------

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notea regard-1
ing departure* and arrivals, thi* depart
ment e*peclally desire* Information of
social happening*, parties, musical*, etc
Note* sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........ _............. ....... no or 794

Mr and Mrs. Allen Thomas of
Portland are guests of Mr. afid Mrs.
M. B Perry.

i pare for the program of March 3d.
when Mrs Copping will present a
review of the popular musical comeMiss Margaret Stahl. Mis.* Edna Oregory dy "Of Thee I Sing
Contralto—I Gathered a Rose ................
Papers prepared for Ihe Rubin
Dorothy lee
stein Club several years ago by the
Miss Chrystal Stanley
Soprano Boat Song
Harriet Ware late Mb”. Nancy Sleeper, a charter
Mr* Damir- Rose Oardner
member, have been nretentsd to th
Sea Songs—Sailing. Sailing
Rocked In the Cradle ot the Deep club, a gift greatly appreciated
Anchors Aweigh
They show much thought and study,
»
The Quartet
and will be retained for reference
Short Drag Shanties—Haul on Bowline
and use In future pre grams, and ar e
Paddy Doyle
Halyard Shanties—Blow the Man Down certain to prove of value.
Huckleberry Hunting
Attention is called to the change
Windlass—Capstan Shanties
i
ln progTam dates. The radio
Yo. Heave Ho!
Sally Brown
gram scheduled for Feb. 17 has been
(Shanties sung by the quartet)
changed to April 28. The meeting of
j Plano—The Sea ....................
Palmgren
Feb. 17 will be in charR? of Bln.
Miss Alcada Hall
Reading—The Light On Dead-Man’s Bar Orace Crie and a mbctllancous pro
Miss Hazel Marshall
Soprnno—Let the Lower Light* Be Burn gram will be presented.

Mr.s. Leon Strong of Waterville Is' Oeorge Wendell Jr., and Edward
TIIE RUBINSTEIN CLUB
brought forth a big hand. The provisiting Mrs. Charles M Richard- Wendell cf Milton, Mass . were at The
gram:
A Progiam Ba>ed On "The Sea" Pro Pmno duo—Val»e ..........
son. Broadway.
Thorndike over the weekend.
Arensky
vides Delightful Afternoon

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker and
Ouy C. Bean of Freeport who was a
family of Bradford were guests ol recent guest of hls niece. Mrs. Thelma
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunter at The Sncw is giving two contract bridge
Highlands for the weekend.
talks Thursday at the Falmouth i.’jtel, Portland.
Baraca Class meets tomorrow eve
ning at 7.15 ior a business meeting
Chapin Class ls having picnic sup
and social.
per tonight at 6 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. E. F. Berry. 25 Qrove street
Saxon Lurvey who has been home
for the mid-year recess has returned
The popular dancing assemblies
to Colby.
given at the Oonia cottage at Cres
Mrs. Edward Gonia recently enter cent Beach last winter are to be re
tained. her guests being Mrs. Mida sumed Thursday evening.
Packard. Mrs. Annie Morton. Mrs.
C. M. Richardson, Mrs. Beulah Lar St. Bernard's parish has a card
rabee and Mrs. George W. Gay.. party tomorrow evening at The
Sewing occupied the afternoon, and Thorndike grill, with Miss C. Wini
after tea. bridge rounded out the fred Coughlin and Miss Marie Dor
gan in charge. Play begins at 3.
evening.

The Diligent Dames will have 1
o'clock luncheon Friday with Mrs.
Joseph Emery, Limeroek street. Sh“
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Crie left Thurs will be assisted bv Mrs. Oliver F
day cn their annual Southern trip Hills.
whither Mr. Crie goes in the inter
est of the Bicknell Manufacturing
Mrs. C. M. Richardson, Broadway,
Company. Mr. and Mrs. Cliston Mc was
hostess to the Corner Club Fri
Nally will occupy their home at 11 day afternoon.
James street, during Mr. and Mrs. I
Crie's absence.
,
Mrs Helen Gill Perry who has
been making an extended visit in
Babv Betty Lou. daughter of Mr. Scl’uatc, Mass., returned Saturdoy.
The Woman’s Missionary Society of
The Universalist Mission Circle
and Mrs Kenneth Robinson, who ,
the Methodist Chutch has an all -day
has been seriously ill with bronchial' Kennedy Crane, together with meeting Thursday at the horn? of hclds its monthly meeting tomorrow
pneumonia is gaining slowly. Sh? other buyers of the Senter stores, is j Mrr. Fdlth Tweedie. president. It will at the home of Mrs. David Tn'.bot.
with luncheon at 12 30.
is still In the care of a doctor and in Few York on business.
be open to members oi the society
Miss Myers, a trained nurse.
and parish Picnic dinner at neon.
Brcwne Club meets Friday evening
Mrs. H. B. Fales will be chairman
at the home of Mrs. Osmond Palmer.
Miss Susan Spear entertained with of the circle supper at the Congre
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dow of Detroit.
three tables of bridge Saturday eve gational vestry tomorrow at 6.15 Mich, .who brought the body cf their
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Beverage of
ning. Honors were awarded to o’clock.
ron Kenneth here for burial are a' North Haven are guests cf Mr. and
Donald Farrand. Oeorge Hallowell
the home of Mrs. Dow's brother. Mrs. L. A. Thurston at The High
and Mrs. Elmer Teel, the consolation
Jud:on Flanagan is home from Thomas Gross, 87 Broadway.
lands.
going to Mrs. George Hallowell. Providence College for the mid-year
Other guests were Elmer Teel. Arthur recess.
Mrs. Donald Cummings has as her
Mrs. Frank Capen who was callee,
Bowley. Mrs. Donald Farrand. Mr.
guest for the week, her cousin. Mrs here by t'ne death of her cousin, Clar
and Mrs. Harry Levensaler and Mr.
Capt. and Mrs. Bryant E. Moore Caroline Merriam of Camden.
ence E. Ulmer, has returned to Bel
and Mrs. Edward Baxter. Luncheon and two children of Portland are
mont, Mass.
was served.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Law
The weekly card party of the BPW
rence. Feb. 28 Orpt. Moore and
takes place Thursday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Schcllinger ar.d
Oram Lawry. Jr.. Kennedy Crane. [ his family sail for Honolulu where Club
Jr. and Robert Dunton returned to he has been transferred from Fort the home of Mrs. Donald P. Perry. daughters. Adelaide and Maxine, were
These parties are open to the public ir. Portland for thc weekend.
Bowdoin College Sunday after spend Williams.
ing the mid-year recess at their re
Alden Perry and Lyford Ames at
spective homes.
Mtss. Marguerite dtRcehemont Is tended the auto show in Portland
home from Colby for the mid-year Thursday.
MRS. ALAN L. BIRD
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G AR., recess.
will meet Wednesday. The after
Authorized Teacher and Assoriate
Mr. and Mrs. S D. Crosby are in
noon card party will be omitted and
Circle supper will be served al the
comforters tacked. Picnic supper at Mi thodist vestry tomorrow at 6 1 Wiscasset for a week while their Member of Culbertson's National
G and business meeting ut 7 JO.
o'clock with the men in charge, daughter. Mr.s. Harvey Pease, Is in Studios.
Augur: a wilh her husband.
Instructor In
hi ad.'d by Dr. H. V. Tweedie.
Mr. and Mr.s. Wilbur F. Senter. Jr.,
Thc Methebesec Club meets Friday
had as guests from Wednesday un
Mrs. C. Farle Lutf.vick and Mrs
til Sunday Miss Beatrice Senter oi Harriet Orbeton entertained the ' afternoon at the home of Mr.s. Etta
Brunswick and J. Franklin Carpen Thimble Club last evening at supper. Strddard. with Mr.s. Mary Overlock
Groups or Individuals
| as leader. The subject of the pro
ter of Omaha and Brunswick.
For Information or Appointment
gram
will
be
"Gold.
Ivory
ani
DiaMrs Perley Damon is in Portland
| mends." Mrs. Lydia Storer. contralto,
Mr /and Mrs. Theodore Newcomb for a few days.
Telephone 228, Rockland
! as guest artist, will contribute a group
i Muriel Stover) and son Theodore,
of New Haven, arc guests of Mr. and
of
songs.
Lady Kncx Chapter, E.AR. met
Mrs. H. H. Stover. Mr. Newcomb is i ycderoav at the home of Mrs. Mary
having two months’ leave of absence Wiggin Spear, with Mrs. Katherine
from the Kre.ge Company due to St. Clair and Mrs. Mary Ladd as
Illness
assisting hostesses. There were 19
members present. These delegates
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Perry who have : were appointed to the State confer
been on a twelve days' cruise to thc j ence: Mr.s. Ann Snow, Mrs. Suella
West Indies arrived home Saturday Eheldon, Mrs. Mary Southard. Mis
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
Students home from University ol Mabel Sherman, Mrs. Mary Cooper.
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
Maine for the weekend included Mrs. St. Clair. Mrs. Beulah Alien tnd
Ruth Perry. Graham Hills, Clifford Mr3. Clara Thurston. Alternates
An Interesting cosmopolitan atmosphere . .
Ladd. Richard Knowlton, Francis Mrs Irene Moran. Mrs. Carlson. Mrs
Orace Veazie, Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
Cheerful rooms
Pleasant service . . Fine res
McAlary and Carl Thurston.
Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. Carolyn
taurants . . Moderately Priced . . Around the
Mrs. Jasper Akers who has been Fage. Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs Ell’1
corner ore theatres, clubs end glamorous Times
visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Achorn. Buffum. Delegates to Ihe National
Square . . A perfect hetel far tho visiter . .
Granite street, has gone to Fred Congress to be held In Washington.
erick. Md., to be with her daughter. D. C April 17-22 are Mrs. Ann Snow,
ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
Mrs. Chester Bailey. Later Mrs with Mis. Moran as her alternate,
Akers Joins hcr husband In Norfolk. and Mr.s. Helen Lord. P’e.ns were
from
Singlt ond
Doubt*
Va. Mr. Akers, who is chief petty made for a card party to be an
•
officer on the USS. Patoka, is to be nounced later; Mrs.' St. Clair, Ivlrs
JOHN T. WIST. Monoeer
stationed on the Pacific coast in the Southard and Mrs. Blodgett will be
Now Under New Management . . ."A Feb'ance Hotel*
tarly spring, and Mrs. Akers plans in chaige. Mrs. Alice Karl as proto motor across thc continent to Join giant chairman presented a pcetic
him in California.
reading and an exce'lent paper on
"The Ballot," the top.s of thc ptoI am ready to make out your in grant. Mrs. Carlson alst spoke on
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele the subject, and Mrs. Cooper and
44»h TO 45th STREET-Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street. Mrs Southard presented a dialogue
12-tf
pertaining to the ballot.

The meeting of the Rubinstein
Club Friday afternoon was one ot
unusual interest. With Mr.s. Alice
Wardwell Karl as chairman, a pro
gram based on "The Sea" was pre
sented. and the clever manner in
which it was carried out can well b,
understood, knowing the background
provided Mrs. Karl by a long line ol
seafaring relatives. The true flavor
of the sta was Introduced by the
quartet, composed of Miss Adelaid-’
E. Cross, Mrs. Helen Wentworth
ing
P p. Bliss
Throw Out the Lifeline .................
Mrs. Edna Browne and Mrs. Lydia
Rev E S. UBord
Mrs Ruth Koster Hoch
Storer. Garbed in picturesque sailor
Contralto—When the Bell ln the Light
costumes, they sang the sea songs house Rings ............................ Solman
O’er the Billowy Sea
Smith
and shanties with a gusto that
Mrs Storer

Bernard Shaw's decision to gc
round the world was the only alterna
tive to the difficulty of arranging for
the world to go round Mr. Bernard
Shaw—Punch.

Quartet—Song of the Flsherboats
Dance—Bailor’s Hornpipe
Miss Cro**
Chorus—Star Spangled Banner

A Texas hors? thief was run down
after spiriting uway a Shetland pony
Is It any wonder thc old frontier
Accompanists were Mrs. Faith has been taken over by women gov
Berry. Mr.s. Nettie Averill and Miss ernors?—Detroit News.
Stahl. Decorative features included
a ship's model, a framed picture of
From the way things are working
"Old Ironsides" and several Ameri out rt appears that losing a war is
can flags.
cheaper than winning one Mason
A chorus rehearsal was held, using Telegraph.
numbers from "Samson et Delilah" j
and "Carmen," to be used in the ex
change program the club i9 to give
WED.-THURS.
before Les Camarades Musicaux In
Battl in April.
,
A rehearsal is to be held Wednes
day evening at 7 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Lilian 3. Copping to pre- •

NILO
Once a year, usually at Christ
mas. Nilo gives the automobile
owner* a Bargain. This year Nilo
wailed until February. Here it is:

•

75c

GENUINE ALEMITING,

75c

WASHING,

ALI. LABOR, PER HOUR,

75c

HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED,

75c

BATTERIES CHARGED,

75c

THESE PRICES FOR CASH
FEBRUARY ONLY

NILO’S GARAGE
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette. with thi
home news, at Central NeWs Co., 66 Con*
urp«ts Pt,.; or Rosa News-ntand, 381 lfc Con«rewi 8t.

WED.-THURS.

MERCILESS!
He left a
trail of drath
from Pekin
to Paris!
loon thrills
and {asp:!

CONTRACT BRIDGE

v •. ?*<

A-

/# r»£ heaat oz

’3

M

"""‘LINCOLN

LADIES’ &!#-<&*>/« SHOES

NOW GOING ON!
BIG RESPONSE TO OUR SALE
BUT—
Many good styles left in each price line—

$2.95 $3.95

$4.95

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

Rampaging 4-star sen-

J

sation of the show

with BORIS

year! Vast cast —Lavish

K A RLOFF

production -Thunder-

ing action scenes! •
k

A I1RST NATIONAL
TRIUMPH

NOW SHOWING
SHE DONE HIM WRONG"
with
MAE WEST

4

LEWIS STONE, KAREN
MORLEY, CHARLES
STARRtTT, MYRNA
LOY, JEAN IIERSHOLT
I)irentcd by Charles Brabtn

TODAY
WARREN WILLIAM
in
"THREE ON A MATCH"

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Home of Paramount Pictures

STRAND).

PARK

Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Every-Other-Day
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----------- FLORIDA

M I

YOU’RE

LIKED "DREAM BOAT"
Operetta Presented ByThoniaston Talent Provided a
Happy Evening

Hugh Orant Rowell arc outstanding
authorities on the subject and the’r
book is a valuable addition to our
libraries. InUrestlng and informa
tive from cover to cover, everyone
with impaired hearing will find it a
complete manual of mental and aurr.'
l.yglenc. This volume, presented bi
the local Speech Readers' Club you
will find in your library.
• • • •
Said the student "Have you any
books that would help me on my
essay. “America's Destiny?" "Oh.
yes," replied the Librarian, “here are
tclumes of recent acquisition, The
Pageant of America. In these 15
volumes illustrated with more than
10.000 historical pictures and map.I am sure you will find material for
vour article.” Later the student re
appeared. "Just what I was looking j
for." And this is enjoyable reading
material for the general public as well

With the presentation Saturday
evening of the operetta, “Dream
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Boat." to a large audience at Watts
hall. Thomaston, by pupils selected C. WINNIFRED COVGHLIN ... Librarian
from the public schools, another
Every week-day: 9 a. m to 8.30 p. m.
success was added to the already
A recent editorial from the Pree-I long list of excellent children's en
tertainments given in that town. Herald gives some idea of the great
After an overture played by Misses role that the public library has to plav
Hazel Harrison and Phyllis Belasco, in rendering service during these day.with Miss Alcada Hall the accompan ot unemployment.
ist. the curtain rose on the first
"In all the big cities the authorities
seme with nearly three score chil have made provision for the carrying
Ji the BLACKSTONE
dren happily playing in a meadow cn of the services the public llbrari?Prom then on the audience was de are rendering the communities in
lighted bv the pretliness of the set these days of unemployment and en
.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of
ting. the tuneful, catchy music, re forced idleness It is reported tha’
Am The Public Library
Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality.
markably well rendered, and the ex the books taken out of the public
____
___
I
am
the storehouse of knowledge
. . . Here's a friendliness that makes you
cellent dialogue.
libraries have doubled in number i ln thls city
Costumes and flowers added much during the past two years and tha’
feel immediately at home. This, with its
j a;n opportunity,
to the prcduction. and dainty fairies, the number of persons who hav I j a;n
continuation school for
proximity (200 yards) to the ocean, its sun
clever gnomes, queens, princesses taken advantage of the reading room ajj
Balhinir from
baths, its dances in the gardens and its deand pages lent color and interest as privileges which are afforded ha
j ho!d w,thin myself the desires,
the hotel
lieinnj food, is sufficient reason why the
did fierce bold pirates in dashing ar quadrupled. It is true that the bodies j hope5 theories, philosophies, impresray
and
stolid
Indians
in
feathers
American and
Rlackstone is always comfortably filled and
auu paint.
pauu. op.ee
' ‘°nS' dOCtrlneS' C“ltUre'
and
Space .«».«,
fotbids mention
European Plan
why you should make reservations in good
of all the pleasing features, but out-' dethed and sheltered but it is equa. > experience. and science of all ages,
standing
ones
perhaps,
were
the
true
that
It
is
of
great
important
to
,
i am a house of wisdom and an mtime. Send for booklet of details and sched
-Lewis see to it that their minds a-e fed anc jtitution of happiness.
solos
by
Russell
Young,
sailor.
ule of sensible rates.
:
:
:
:
I am supported by the people for
} Johnson, maker of good dreams, and developed as well.
'"In Cincinnati, for example, its ihe people.
| Puck in his Jaunty costume. Dougleading
newspaper
recently
stated
I offer the opportunity to ki.ow all
i las Mills, chief of the pirates, was
excellent in his part as was Prank The Public Library is to be regarded here is to know about your work.
I am for those who would enjov
Richards. Indian chief. Edward as one of the city's greatest assets,
Lakeman and Lewis Tabbutt re- as a most Important stimulator to fiction, poetry, philosophy, biogmphv.
effort in every branch of kfiowledre cr learn more about business, trad"
i ceived deserved applause.
Doris Mossman as queen, with We could afford the loss or restriction and science.
her attendants. Alice Henry. Kath of many things far better than w
I have books for all tastes and
FLORIDA
leen Anderson. Olive Leach and the could afford to see this great institu Leeds and creeds.
little pages Gilbert Beattie and Ed tion handicapped in the matter of op
I am free to the public to profit
MIAMI’S
win Leach, made a striking appear portunities for service which it rep from and enjoy.
Ideal Kttort Hottl
ance. while the small children resents to the people.' Cincinna':
I am in the C3re of courteous at
Convenient to all point! of intereat—Modem m every way
Mary Luce. Dorothy Robertson. Lois instead of reducing its appropriations tendants. whose duty is to help yoc
An enjoyable view (rom our aparioai ground-floor porches which
O'Neil. Phyllis Hall. Faith Long and for the public library, has increased to profit from me.
surround the hotel Many room* with private balconies.
Virginia Roes as flowers, moths and them with the approval of all agencies
I open my doors as a great public
[ helpers were adorable. The fairies tn the city which understand th, Mental recreation ground for your
HOTEL
Maxine Chapman. Sally Gray. Eva service it is rendering Every city ui leisure hours. — Rockland Public
Spear. Marion Burkett and Plorine the country has been seeing to it that Library.
•
June to
Booklet
Burnham, were lovely indeed and the the public library service is not cur
October
gnomes. Gordon Crie. Roger Morse tailed."
Richard Whitney and Edward Lynch
Corner Second Street
• • • •
Application
looked ready for any mischievous
and First Avenue
We sav most emphatically that this
work Enos Verge, the scribe and should be the poiic..’ in Rockland
Billy Hopkins, messenger, admira when statistics have been doubled and
bly played their parts. Cecil Day. redoubled We no longer exclaim
Belle Coates and Richard Paquin as
ever record days, they occur so fre
In my boyhood, and up to the time
sisted behind the scenes.
In short, it was a splendid per quently. The third month of our I left home far good in 1885. thc
formance. and too much credit can library year comes to a close witt, a political unit was the school-district,
hardly be given Mrs. W. H Brackett gain of 3700 over the same period cf then the town, county and State
for her skill and labor and to Miss time of last year. At this rate on; For school purposes each district was
Alcada Hall, accompanist, for her can most readily draw his own con cn its own. At town meeting the
elusions as to the great demand we mcney was appropriated "for the sup
untiring loyalty and effort.
Music was furnished between have these days for books, supp’ie port of schools and apportioned per
tcenes bv the High School orches and equipment to fill our many need.’, capita for children of school age" as
* V • •
tra and no small addition was made
returned by tlie school agents. For
•o the entertainment by the beauti
Due to our lack of current fictio" instance, tn 1868 the town of St
ful musical reading of Edna St. Vin we so often hear the remark. *7sn' George appropriated for schools what
cent Millay's "The Harp Weaver.' there anything new?" Let tho— the law obliges. $2027 The popula
Ma;y We
by Adelyn Bushnell, the accompani people not forget that we have other tion was approximately 2400; chil
ment of which was composed and treasures on our shelves, even tbou’v dren of school age. approximately
played bv Marshall Bradford. Mr they are not right off the press 800; children of school age. per
Br.id.ord also gave a delightful vocal Books have done more in mou'dir capita approximately. $2.50.
so'.o. The toe dancing of four-year- the careers of great men and women
Suppose Harbor District No. 19 had
old Sonia Corner, and the graceful than this world imagines, particularl"
200 children of school age. its portion
dance
of
Irene
Young,
were
attrac

BOSTON, MASS
biography Following is only a small of the school funds was $500. oneBEACON bl'khET
tive features.
portion of this class obtainable a'
In an entertainment of this kind vour library which everybody ghoul-1 quarter of the money appropriated to'
t is lir.po sib’.e to give credit for'all endeavor to read during their leisure the support of schools. Now a dis
trict of only 50 scholars received only
co-operation and support where due
$125. The school year was divided
but the Nurse Association takes this time.
Entertaining autobiographies—Lope into three terms, summer, fall and
Located on Beicci
opportunity to express its apprecia
Hill Next to
tion to all who helped in any way. Cowboy. Will James; Mv Life and winter.
State House
I have no record of mv native
Special mention must be made of the Work. Henrv Ford and Samu-I
wartt of the costume and flower Crcwther; Trail Makers of the town, but I have a "Report of Super
Middle
Border.
Hamlin
Garland'
visor of Schools" for the adjoining
makers, the ticket sellers, the candymakers and sellers, the orchestra Education cf a Princess. Marie. Grand town where I finished my pedagogue
Duchess
of
Russia;
Memoirs.
Prince
days in the spring of 1885.
and those who lent important help
Von Bulow; Autobiography, Lincoln
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
Whole number of scholars between
behind scenes
Net proceeds will probably be i Steffens,
the ages of 4 and 21 years, returned
and shopping center*.
about $75. almost $17 of which was; Recollections of Interesting Experi- by the school agents. April 1, 1884
earned bv the candy sale in charge I fences—Forty Years in Labrador, wa? 624
New Lower Rates
ol Miss Jane Miller. AU will be | Wilfred T. Orenfell; Grandmother
District No. 1 (where I taught in
used for the good work of the Thom- ■ Brown's 100 Years. Harriet C Brown: 1885i Charles Oliver, agerft. Number
Rooms without bath, **
lH' up; with bath, ^3.00 up
aston Nurse Association.
[ Ladv of Codey's, Ruth Finlev; Log of scholars in the district April 1.
-----------------j of Bob Bartlett. Bartlett; Story of 1884. 48: summer term, 10 wteks,
''Vmplets Rrsraurant and Cafeteria Service
"I notice that the authors cf mys- | San Michele. Axel Munthe
number of scholars attending school
Lives of Courag- and Triumph— (16 boys. 21 girls) 37; wages of teach
. tery stones are always men.
"Sure, what woman could keep the Story of M.v Life. Helen Keller; er per week. $4 50; fall term. 8 weeks
murderer’s identity a secret until th: Twenty Years at Hull Her?. Jane 3 days: number of scholars attending
: last chapter?"—Buffalo News.
Addams; Up From Slavery. Booker T 119 boys. 18 girls i 37; wages of teache*
-------------------------------------------------I Washington: Mere Marie of the Ursu- per week. $4 50; winter term, taught
I lines, Agnes Repplier.
bv Albion B Crocker- Length of term
How Thev Bectme American*— six weeks; number of scholars at
_ _
t
Americanization of Fdward Bok. Ed- tending (15 boys. 15 girls); wages ol
/VlnrP A ttmrtillP ’-ard W Bok; From Immigrant tr teacher per month, $16.66. Just let
IFiLGC MIDUUIUC Inventor. Michael I. Pupin; Promised me add that being very' generous In
New. wonderful MELLO-OLO powder Land. Mary Antin
my youth, the sixth week of the term
' makes your skin look fresh, tempt
Women Who Were Leaders—Mar was without emolument for teacher—
ing. Made by a new French process, garet Crllvy, Sir James M. Barrie; jurt room and board.
it spreads with surprising smoothness Life cf Alice Freeman Palmer George
As usual, there was a woman in
stays on longer, hides tiny lines and: H Palmer: Unafraid; Life of Anne the case. The fact was there was
wrinkles, prevents large pores Ugly Hutchinson. Winifred K Rugg
cnly money enough to pay the teache’
shine banished No drawn or "pasty"
Actors and Musicians—Up the
look. No irritation with purest face Year; from Bloomsburv. Georgp for five weeks The scholars were
//
powder known. Buy delightfuilj' fra Ariks; Schumann-Heink. thc La-st of doing so well that I consented to
teach the sixth week without pay.
grant MEIJ.O-GIO today. 50c and the Titans. Mary' Lawton.
There are probably a few old-timers
$100 Tax free.
Men and Women Who Served Man still on earth who have attended a
kind—lost Commander. Florence school-district meeting. I can sec
Nightingale; Life of St. Francis of now Deacon Henry Kalloch coming
Has no place in the
Assisi, Paul Sabatier; Microbe Hunt across the road with a lamp in each
ers. Paul DeKruif.
hand and enter the old red school
scheme of things to-dav
Lives of Writers—My Father Mark house some spring evening. Meeting
Twain. Clara Clemens; Elizabeth called to order, chairman elected,
Barrett Browning. Louise S. Boas: school agent elected.. Therc was a
MIAMI. FLORIDA
Sarah Orne Jewett. Francis O Ma’- real autocrat. He hired the school
It's VALUES that "click" with sensible people . . .
The most interesting spot in
thiessen; Emily Dickinson Face to teachers. and sometimes there were
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
whether they are shopping (or an auto or vacation
ing the winter months.
Face. Martha G. Bianchi
school-teachers tn his family; bought
R'cent Lives of Authors and Pub- the wood and had it prepared for the
facilities. That’s why so many wise folks have se
'ishers—Ariel. Andre Maurois: Emer- box stove, bought the chalk: and the
lected MIAMI as the spot for a glorious winter
In the heart of all activities.
on. the Wisest American, Phillips boys acted as Janitor, like a poo? rela
Beautiful rooms and high
vacation . . . and the VENETIAN as the greatest
Russell; Man from Maine. Edward W. tion—without pay.
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
Bok.
I can see the scene in that school
hotel value in this area.
ture. Every room steam heated
Lives of Statesmen and Leaders— room now, with its shadows cast by
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms fe.50 per day
Autobiography. Benjamin Franklin: thc lamps, and the smell of shut-in
The high standard of operation . . . service . . .
upwards
Queen Elizabeth. Katherine S. dusty odors of chalk
'Come to
Double rooms 15.00 per day ,
ctusinc and furnishings that have long since estab
Anthony; Disraeli. Andre Maurois; order!" says the chairman, and we
upwards
<»p»n ftoro lished the Venetian as the outstanding bay-front
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe I
In the Foot-Steps of the Lincolns. Ida have here in operation th® greatest
Januaf • 10th
Building
M. Tarbell; Napoleon, Emil Ludwig; institution in thc world, the .nstlliiI
Ownership-Management
j
hotel
have
not
been
lowered
onc
bit
but,
Be»el kt upon
Mahatma Gandhi, Charles Andrews; t'on of free self-government Great in
WILUAM M. URMEY .
request.
Life of Benvenuto Cellini
the 1933 rates have . . . and here s how . . .
its simplicity, and those oil lamps
• • • •
torches of our liberties. There was
“Romantic Rebel." the title given the very foundation of our political
Room with private bath, including 3 meals
to Nathaniel Hawthorne, was one of life, the school-district meeting.
daily, $5, $6, $7, per person, or
the January' selections of the Junior Verily times are changed, and wc are
Literary Guild, told with much un changed with them.
European plan if you desire.
derstanding by his own granddaugh
St. George. Maine. 1868. population
ter, Hlldegarde Hawthorne. Although 2400; for schools, $2027; 1930 popula
a Junior Guild selection, this book tion, 2080; 1932. for schools, $11,500
will prove of great interest to adults And even the educators know only
as they read anew the romantic story onc answer; more money for thc
of Nathaniel Hawthorne's life and schools.
Boze
North Station
love and will feel as thc author did.
Somerville. Mass.
that they are taking part In hts life,
BOSTON
sharing hls joys and sorrows with his
lovely and delicate wife, Sophia
Peabody, whose love and understand
500
t AVE Money, Time
ing was the inspiration that, almost
ROOMS
like a miracle, won him away from
"and Health with
the shadowy gloom of Salem. It
With BATH
brings us nearer home when we read
thc new Vicks Plan for
of his treasured days spent in Maine
• • • •
better Control-of-Colds.
Tlie following citation taken from
"Sound Waves.” published by the
Speech Readers' Club of Rockland
<i' It is not good policy to "swap horses while crossing
(« EXTRA PERSON explains itself: Your Hearing: How to
a stream"—But many useful articles may bc ex
Preserve and Aid It.” It is of special
Interest to the hard of hearing. The
changed through our barter column on Page Six.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
authors, Dr. Wendell C. Phillips,
founder of our Federation, and Dr

"in the

SWIM"

BLACKSTONE HOTEL

GRALYNN

Tenants Harbor Days

CONSIDER, the
PRICES of things
in 1929-1930
1931 and 1932

at TODAY'S
PRICES,then

!! I
That ‘TRICES ARE RISING” is a fact backed by
stock shortages all along the line from retailer to
manufacturer. And there is a shortage of “sup
plies” in most homes as well. Operating on a
limited budget people have used the old things
until they simply can’t be used any more.

Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
* X?

You Will Be

If the things you and your family use are giving
out, if your reserve supplies are running low,
NOW is the time to stock-up... NOW before the
RISING MARKET catches you napping and you
are forced to pay far more for things you simply
must have.

And here is another tip: you’ll find that the best
way to obtain full advantage of today’s prices is
to watch carefully the ads that appear in The
Courier-Gazette. BUY NOW before rising prices
take from your dollar its present value and use
THE COURIER-GAZETTE AS YOUR BUYING
GUIDE.

TITTLE
TATTLE

HOTEL URMEY

MANGER
HOT

S;

□.50

THE CARRIER-GAZETTE

